There are 1131 abstract articles listed in over 10,072 pages in the 45 years worth of Cross & Cockade. These contain some of the most interesting and informative articles about the people and aircraft during World War One. Written by renowned WWI experts and over 10,392 photographs.

**ABSTRACTS for JOURNAL VOLUMES 1-46**

**1970 Vol. 1**

**Spring**
- 01.01.001-018 Bristol Fighter Issue (7P,5D)
  - Edited By Colin Huston – The Bristol Fighter Issue(7P,5D)
- 01.01.003-006 The Bristol Fighter
  - Major W.F.J. Harvey – A personal account of the history of the Bristol Fighter
- 01.01.008 Capt Horace P. Lane
  - Norman L.R. Franks – Summary of combat career of a Brisfit pilot

**Summer**
- 01.02.019-038 Night Bomber Pilot
  - Wcdr T.E.W. Browne – Personal account of training and operational career of a Handley Page 0/400 pilot with the Independent Force (5p)
- 01.02.029-030 216 Squadron RAF, 1918 – A Summary
  - Mike Armstrong – Brief history of 216 Sqn during 1918
- 01.02.030-032 Camouflage of Aeroplanes for Observation – Raf 1918
  - J.G. Weir – Description of experiments and scheme from Ministry of Munitions Report C.I.M. 733 (d)
- 01.02.033-036 A Rigger’s Tale of the First World War
  - K.G. Slocombe and C. Ryder – An interview of Roy Albert Quested, rigger, 6 Sqn, 1914 (p)

**Autumn**
- 01.03.039-047 AEG G.IV
  - Paul Leaman – Technical reports by the RFC and Ministry of Munitions (5p,3d)
- 01.03.048-049 Airman’s Escape
  - Hermann Kohl – Extract from the book about a crash landing of a AEG G.IV
- 01.03.050-055 Yesterday’s Memories
  - Douglass Whetton – Recollections of Capt Cedric N. Jones, 70 Squadron RFC in France, 20 Aug to 20 Oct 1917 (2p)
- 01.03.058 Jasta 5 Notebook
  - Peter L. Gray – Some facts about Jasta 5 to accompany 3-view of an Albatros D.V on the preceding pages.
- 01.03.059-060 A Dane in the RFC – Lt F.F. Wessel
  - Chaz Bowyer – Summary of Lt Wessel’s career in the RFC

**Winter**
- 01.04.061-075 Calshot 1913-1918
  - Chaz Bowyer – Detailed history of training activities and active service at Calshot NAS (19p)
- 01.04.078-080 Flying with Forty
  - Douglass Whetton – Recollections of Lt Lionel B. Blaxland whilst flying with 40 Sqn RFC, 1917 (5p)

**1971 Vol. 2**

**Spring**
- 02.01.001-010 Roderic Stanley Dallas, Forgotten Ace
  - Douglass Whetton – Service in the RNAS and RFC from 1915 until his death in combat on 1 June 1918, including citations and summary of 32 victories (9p)
- 02.01.011-016 Ace From 29, Lt W.B. Wood MC
  - Jack Wales – Early life and six months service until his death in combat on 4 Nov 1917 after 17 victories (2p)
03.2.068-077 BRITISH PROPELLER PRODUCTION, 1914-1918
Peter G. Cooksley – Construction methods and list of manufacturers (8p, 4d)

03.2.078-085 PALESTINE, 'THE FORGOTTEN WAR'
Raymond Vann – Brief history of Egyptian and Palestinian campaign with personal memories of groundcrew members
H. Medlam and A. Roberts (17p, map)

03.2.086-092 TRIPLANE TRIUMPH
Peter G. Cooksley – History of RAF Museum example N5912 (14p, plan)

Autumn
03.3.097-112 THIRTEEN FOR LUCK, 97 SQUADRON RAF
Lt E.N. Macdonald DFC – Training and night bombing with the Independent Force flying O/400s (13p)

03.3.113-114 A BRIEF HISTORY OF 97 SQUADRON
Based on records of Major V.A. Albrecht – dated 14 January 1919

03.3.115-118 ‘THE WILD AUSTRALIAN’
Norman L.R. Franka – Combat record of Sqn Ldr A.A.N.D. Pentland MC DFC AFC, 19 & 87 Sqns flying Spad S.7s and Dolphins (3p)

03.3.119-125 ‘PILOT DE CHASSE’
Ray Vann – Profiles of six French Aces (13p)

03.3.126-129 FOKKER DR.I 1917-17
Paul Leaman – Report on and markings of aircraft brought down by 1 Sqn, 9 June 1918 (3p, plan)

Winter
03.4.137-146 ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE, ORDER OF BATTLE, 2 AUG,1914
M. Goodall – Summary of aircraft availability (with serials), personnel and readiness of 11 RNAS stations (13p)

03.4.147-156 DALLAS
Norman Franks – Combat record of Major R.S. Dallas in Nieuports and Sopwith Triplanes with 1 Wing RNAS and 40 Sqn RFC from April 1916 to his death on 1 June 1918 (9p)

03.4.155-157 RECONNAISSANCE WITH ‘55’
M.C. Armstrong – Reconnaissance activities of 55 Sqn RFC/RAF in DH4s from October 1917 in France (3p)

03.4.160-163 NIGHTFIGHTERS, 1918, A HISTORY OF 151 SQUADRON RAF
R. Vann – Combat record and aircraft (with serials) of 151 Sqn in France from June 1918 (2)

03.4.164-166 ‘ART OBS’ PILOT, J.W. SCHOFIELD
R Vann – Operations with 15 Sqn in France from August 1917 (4p)

03.4.167-170 CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF BEAUMORDGE ENGINES IN THE FE2B
Wg Cdr F.E.F. Prince – Technical instructions issued to mechanics of 18 Sqn RFC in May 1916 (2p, dwg)

1973 Vol. 4

Spring
04.1.090-031 CLUTCHING HAND – THE DE HAVILLAND 6
R. Vann – Technical description, squadron service and serial numbers of the DH6 (13p, dwg)

04.1.032-046 TOP SCORERS, THE RECORD OF 20 SQUADRON RFC/RAF
Norman L.R. Franks and Frank W. Bailey – Combat record in France from 1916 flying mainly FE2b/ds and Bristol F2Bs including serials (19p)

04.1.047-049 ...FLYING WITH 74
D Whetton – Personal recollections of Lt H.G. Clements, Alberta Regt & RAF in France from April 1918 (6p)

Summer
04.2.053-073 XV SQUADRON RFC/RAF 1915-1919
R. Vann and R.C. Bowyer – Combat history, casualties and aircraft serials (22p)

04.2.074-077 ‘ACE FROM ‘NAVAL EIGHT’, R.J.O. COMPTON, DSC DFC
Douglass Whetton – Combat record flying Nieuport Scouts, Sopwith Triplanes and Camels, 1916-1918 (5p)

04.2.080-083 FLYING BROTHERS, FRANK AND ROBERT BEST
R. Vann – Service with 19 and 53 Sqns RFC in France (4p)

04.2.084-085 FORGOTTEN FOKKER
Peter G. Cooksley – Fokker D.VIIs in British custody with markings of one flown at Hendon Pageant 3 July 1920 (p, dwg)

04.2.087-093 NAVAL PILOT, L.A. PENDRED
R. Vann – Combat record with 2 Sqn RNAs in DH4s (13p)

Autumn
04.3.101-113 IN ITALIAN SKIES, 139 SQUADRON RAF
E. Harlin, N. Franks & F. Bailey – 139 Sqn with Bristol F2Bs in Italy from June 1918 (12p)

04.3.114-117 PITHY & RHODES – RES TEAM
Norman L.R. Franks – With 12 Sqn RFC in France from March 1918 (4p)

04.3.118-125 ‘HARRY TATE’ – THE RES
Chaz Bowyer – (1p, dwg)

04.3.128-133 MEMORIES OF J.V. GASCOYNE, DFC
Alex Revell – Brief account of training and combat record with 3, 9 and 92 Sqns RFC in France on BE2cs and SE5as 1914-1918 (9p)

04.3.141 TRIO BELGIQUE
Peter G. Cooksley – Belgian Fokker D.VIIs and Breguet 14A2 (3p)

04.3.142-145 NIGHT FLIGHTS, RECOLLECTIONS OF L.R. BLAXLAND
D. Whetton – SE5a pilot with 61 (HD) Sqn from late 1917 (8p)

Winter
04.4.149-166 ELEPHANTS THAT FLEW
Chaz Bowyer – Brief text on the Martinsyde G.100/G.102 Elephant and many photos (39p, dwg)

04.4.167-170 KITE BALLOON RECOLLECTIONS: CAPT G.D. MACHIN, DFC
R. Vann – Service with 23 and 39 Kite balloon Sections on the Somme, 1916-1917 (5p)
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1974 Vol. 5

Spring
05.1.013-014 **IN DRA L. ROY, 40 SQUADRON**
Somnath Sapru – Brief combat history with 40 Sqn (2p)

05.1.015-016 **‘LITTLE SAMSON’**
Norman L.R. Franks – Brief service of Lt H.S. Wolff with 40 Sqn RFC (2p)

05.1.017-023 **EINDEKKER FILE**
H. Woodman collection – Photoalbum of Fokker monoplanes from H. Woodman collection (16p, plan)

05.1.026-028 **DRACHEN DESTROYED**
Norman L.R. Franks – List of German observation balloons brought down by units of the RFC/RNAS/RAF

05.1.029-039 **THE DAIMLER COMPANY OF COVENTRY**
Ron Stonehouse – Extracts from Munitions of War, A Record of the BSA & Daimler companies during the war 1914-1918 concerning aircraft and aeroengine manufacture (13p)

Summer
05.2.049-066 **OBSERVER’S STORY, 205 SQUADRON RAF**
C.H. Latimer-Needham – Account of brief career of Walter Latimer-Needham with 48 Squadron on P2Bs followed by first part of detailed account of service life in France of Charles Latimer-Needham as observer with 205 Sqn on DH9As (36p)

05.2.067-075 **THE ADMIRALTY COMPETITION BOMBERS 1915-16**
Michael H. Goodall – Account of designs submitted for this competition won by a modified Short 184 (15p,6dwg)

05.2.078-079 **ANTI-ZEPPELIN WEAPONS**
Arthur Edwards – Flechettes, Rankine Explosive Dart, Fiery Grappnel and other weapons (2p,2dwg)

05.2.081-089 **A WIGHT ALBUM**
Michael H. Goodall – Photographs of a range of Wight aircraft (21p)

Autumn
05.3.097-103 **THE FLYING HUSSAR THAT GOT AWAY**
Johann Janzen – Service and victory list of Lt J.M. Janzen on Russian and Western Fronts, latterly with Kaghol II and JG I flying Gotha G.IIIs, Fokker Dr.Is, Pfalz D.IIIs, Albatros D.IIs and Fokker D.VIIs, and finally as a PoW and escapee. (5p)

05.3.104-116 **ALBATROS D.I**
Bill Evans – Reprint of Flight technical report, 28 June 1917 and note on service (17p,18dwg, plan)

05.3.117-123 **OBSERVER’S STORY, 205 SQUADRON RAF**
C.H. Latimer-Needham – Second part his career with 205 Sqn RAF (11 p) – the Armistice, the Rhine Army of Occupation and demobilisation (19p)

05.3.126-129 **NUMBER ONE FOR JASTA 2**
Barrington J. Gray – Hptm Oswald Boelcke’s twentieth victory (7p)

05.3.130-133 **THE FIRST AND SECOND AMERICAN OXFORD DETACHMENTS**
O.A. Sater – Rosters and photographs of arrivals of American personnel at Oxford September 1917 (19p)

05.3.134-136 **HEWLETT & BLONDEAU BOMBER**
M.H. Goodall – Summary of founding of company and design of the bomber (plan)

05.3.137 **RFC & RAF CASUALTIES, 1917-18**
Leslie Rogers – For January 1917

05.3.144 **DUNCAN GRINNELL-MILNE, MC, DFC AND BAR**
? – Obituary

Winter
05.4.145-159 **ANOTHER MAN’S WAR**
Joseph Carey Crabtree Taylor – Service as a craftsman with A.V. Roe & Co, and as a mechanic and trainee pilot with the RFC/RAF (18p)

05.4.160-174 **THE ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH QUADRUPLANES**
E.A. Harlin & J.M. Bruce – Design and trial results of the FK9 and FK10 Quadruplanes (28p,plan)

05.4.174-175 **RFC & RAF CASUALTIES, 1917-18**
Leslie Rogers – For February 1917

05.4.176-178 **A PEEP INTO A SIDESHOW**
Eric A. Harlin – Notes and photographs from album of infantry Lt H.E. Daniel relating to aerial activity in Cyprus and Lemnos (5p, map)

05.4.179-184 **NAVAL PILOT IN THE AEGEAN, 1916**
David Lance – Oral history of Donald Bremner with 2 Wing RNAs flying Bristol Scouts (8p)

05.4.185-187 **AN AIRSHIP AFFAIR**
K Slocombe –

05.4.188-189 **‘POLEGATE INCIDENT’**
? – Accounts of patrols by SS Zero Class airships from RNAs Polegate, 13 November and 20 December 1917 (11p)

1975 Vol. 6

Spring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>04.4.171-173</th>
<th>AN AIRMAN REMEMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tony West – Recollections of Harold John Charles Seymour with 24 Squadron flying SE5as in France (4p)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>04.4.173</th>
<th>A CHINESE ACE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.W. Bailey – Etienne Tsu with Escadrille N37 from 1916.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>04.4.176-185</th>
<th>FORTY SQUADRON 1916-1919, PART 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Douglass Whetton, Norman L.R. Franks and Chaz Bowyer – First part covering service in France, 1916 to mid 1917 with FE5s and Nieuport 17s (24p)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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06.1.016-027 PFALZ D.XII TECHNICAL REPORT
? – On aircraft shot down by 2Lt D.E. Cameron on 15 September 1918 (18p, 13dwgs)

06.1.030-037 AND THE BIRD IS ON THE WING, THE STORY OF LT C.G. CATTO RFC/RAF
George H. Williams – Career in training and with 45 Sqn in Italy and France (11p)

06.1.038-039 DOG-FIGHT BEYOND THE PIAVE, RECALLED BY
Proctor Huins – late 45 Squadron RFC/RAF The combat in which ObLt F. Linke-Crawford shot down Capt E.McN. Hand, 1 June 1918 (4p)

06.1.040-043 RFC & RAF CASUALTIES, 1917-18
? – For March 1918

Summer
06.2.049-061 THEREBY HANGS A TALE, RECOLLECTIONS OF LAURENCE HERBERT PEARSON 2(N) SQN
Barbara Bogg – Training and service with 2(N) Sqn & 202 Sqn RAF from Oct 1917 with serials of aircraft flown (24p)

06.2.062-069 MR BILLING’S WAR BABY
Philip Jarrett – Background to Pemberton Billing’s claims on design and construction of the PB9 (15p, dwg)

06.2.070-072 F.E.T. HEWLETT AND THE CUXHAVEN RAID
Michael H. Goodall – Orders for raid, table of aircraft and crews taking part, brief biography of Hewlett and his official report (4p)

06.2.073-075 NAVAL BALLOON OBSERVER – R. BEGG
Brian Williams – Operation of naval observation balloons (3p)

06.2.076-080 RFC & RAF CASUALTIES 1917-18
? – For April 1917 (part)

06.2.081-087 A HISTORY OF JOYCE GREEN AERODROME 1911-1919
John A. Tyler – Squadrons, companies and personalities that occupied the site (14p, dwg)

06.2.093-096 VIMY VIGNETTE
Eric A. Harlin – Prototype and service Vimys (14p)

Autumn
06.3.097-104 WERNER VOSS, THE LAST HUSSAR
Dennis Hylands – Service record and death in combat with victory list (11p)

06.3.105 AFTERMATH
Alex Revell – Werner Voss’ last combat from the British perspective (2p)

06.3.106-122 FOKKER FABRIC
Paul Leaman & Rodney Gerrard – Discussion of colouring and markings of four Fokker Dr.Is including those flown by Voss and M. von Richthofen, from PRO reports and fabric samples from IWM and elsewhere (14p)

06.3.123 AN ECHO FROM THE PAST – CAPT R.A. MAYBERY
Alex Revell – Letter from Lt D.S. Wilkinson to Capt G.H. Bowman. 15.8.17

06.3.126-130 RFC & RAF CASUALTIES
Leslie A. Rogers – April 1917 continued

06.3.131-132 SERIAL NUMBERS & PRODUCTION QUANTITIES OF SIEMENS-SCHUCKERT D.I & D.II TYPE AIRCRAFT
Douglas T. Pardee – Just that (3p)

06.3.133-136 HO-FOOK, HONG KONG
Philip Jarrett – Presentation BE2es (6p)

06.3.136-138 JOYCE GREEN REVISITED
Eric Harlin – Photographs of aerodrome and aircraft (8p)

06.3.142 LETTER FROM
Colin A. Owers – Pfalz D.XII information and photos (6p)

06.3.144 LETTER FROM
James Lee Kerr – Linke-Crawford’s last flight (dwg)

Winter
06.4.145-157 WOMAN OF MY HEART, THE STORY OF HMS BEN-MY-CHREE, PART 1
Iain M. Burns – Story of British seaplane carriers, particularly Ben-my-Chree, in the North Sea and Dardanelles from 1912 to May 1916 with appendix on torpedo attack of 12 Aug 1915 (15p, map)

06.4.158-163 AN AUSTRALIAN ACE, MAJOR R.C. PHILIPPS MC DFC
Chas Schaede – Service and victories with 2 Sqn AFC/68(Aust) Sqn (9p)

06.4.164-179 CFS & MARTLESHAM HEATH, TYPES OF AIRCRAFT TESTED
Tim Mason – List of serials and report numbers of aircraft tested at CFS Upavon & Martlesham Heath (27p)

06.4.180-183 FLYING SIKH, HARDIT SINGH MALIK
Somnath Sapru – Brief career with 28 Sqn RFC (4p)

06.4.183-187 RFC/RAF CASUALTIES 1917-18
Leslie Rogers – For May 1917 (5p)

06.4.191 CAMEL QUERY
Philip Jarrett – Colourful markings on Sopwith Camel (3p)

06.4.192 LETTER FROM
Peter M. Grosz – Data on Siemens-Schuckert D.I/D.II aircraft

1976 Vol. 7

Spring
07.3.128-133 SEMI-RIGID NO.1
Kenneth M. Slocombe – Technical details & design (2p, 5dwgs)

07.1.001-012 WOMAN OF MY HEART, THE STORY OF HMS BEN-MY-CHREE, PART 2
Iain M. Burns – Story in the Mediterranean and Red Sea from June 1916 until its loss on 9 January 1917, lists of aircrew and aircraft (12p, map)

07.1.013-021 WHEN ALL ROADS LEAD TO FRANCE, CAPTAIN A. LITTLE, DSO DSC
Douglas Whetton – Service career with the 9(N) Sqn in France, list of victories (10p)

07.1.022-027 EARLY DAYS – HMS HERMES AND THE 1913 NAVAL MANOEUVRES
Michael Goodall – Report of Captain of Hermes on use of aircraft during manoeuvres (10p)
07.1.028-040 REPORT ON THE HALBERSTADT FIGHTER TYPE CL.II
? – Report on aircraft brought down on 9 August 1918 (8p, plan, 31 dwg)

Summer
07.2.049-060 73 SQUADRON
Norman Franks & Russell Manning – Combat history from formation in July 1917 to war end with lists of casualties, claims, decorations and aircraft serials (18p)

07.2.061-063 AIRSHIP COXWAIN – C.C. BRIDGLAND
Peter G. Cookley – Memories of an Air Mechanic on SS Types, Parsevels and the R23 (4p)

07.2.064-067 FROM DUSK TO DAWN – C. WALLIS, 101 SQN
Douglas Whetton – Some recollections of a Lt Observer on FE2bs from April to December 1917 (8p)

07.2.068-077 LT FRANK ALBERRY DCM OF 2 SQN AFC
Jim Prendergast – Sgt with 8th Battn AIF to pilot training in Britain followed by service on SE5as from June 1918 (8p)

07.2.078-083 RFC & RAF CASUALTIES, 1917-18
Leslie Rogers – For June 1917

07.2.084-087 SIX YEARS TO REMEMBER – DONALD WAINWRIGHT BEARD
Ray Yoon – Mechanic becomes observer then pilot on Bristol Fighters with 11 Sqn RFC from December 1917 (8p)

07.2.096 TAILPIECE – AVM T.C. TRAILL
Colonel Stanley Waters – Obituary and fortunate result of a mid-air collision

Autumn
07.3.097-099 THE HEIGHT CLIMBERS
Barrington J. Gray – Development of the L30 Class Super Zeppelin (2p, dwg)

07.3.100-102 TARGET – LONDON! 16-17 JUNE 1917 ZEPPELIN RAIDS
Barrington J. Gray – Raid by Zeppelins L42 and L48, including personal account by survivor of L48 (p, 4paintings)

07.3.103-110 THE DESTRUCTION OF THE L48, A PERSONAL ACCOUNT
Sqn Ldr F.D. Holder OBE MC JP DL – By the pilot responsible, includes official report and eyewitness account (10p, map)

07.3.111-116 RANSOME, SIMS & JEFFERIES LTD
Michael H. Goodall – Illustrations of FE2b and DH6 production and experimental FE2h (9p)

07.3.117-121 TESTING AEROPLANES AT MARTLESHAM HEATH
Alex Rewell – Recollections of K.K. Muspratt, formerly of 56 Sqn RFC, testing aircraft at Martlesham Heath (7p, dwg)

07.3.122-123 CONCLUSION – NOTES BY CEDRIC N. JONES
Douglas Whetton – Personalities he met (4p)

07.3.124-127 COMBES'S COLOURFUL CAMEL
Gerald T. Muir & Don Neate – Photographic study (6p, dwg)

07.3.136 LEARNING TO FLY IN NORFOLK
Sqn Ldr Frank Douglas Holder OBE, MC, JP, DL – On DH1s and MF Shorthorns (2p)

Winter
07.4.145-165 SANS ESCORT, REMINISCENCES OF 206 SQUADRON RAF BY
Major J.S. Blanford DFC – Part 1 of detailed account by Observer Officer on DH9s from 31 May 1918 till war end (14p, map)

07.4.166-171 X AIRCRAFT DEPOT, EGYPT
Ian M. Burns – Resume of locations from November 1915 until disbanded in 1919 (13p)

07.4.172-173 THE CONTROVERSIAL MARKINGS OF LINKE-CRAWFORD JON GUTTMAN
Career and aircraft markings of Austrian ace with some questions (3dwgs)

07.4.174-180 THE ORIGINS OF SOUTH AFRICAN MILITARY AVIATION 1907-1919
Dick Silberbauer – South African Aviation Corps in SW Africa, 26 Sqn RFC in East Africa and South Africans with the RFC with list of aces (9p)

07.4.181-185 GERMAN WWI AIRCRAFT IN CANADA IN 1919
Ken M. Molson – Account of collection and demise with list (9p)

07.4.190 LETTER FROM
R.T. Whistler – German officer’s uniform

1917 Vol. 8

Spring
08.1.001-009 GORDON S. SHEPHARD, A NAME REMEMBERED
Marvin L. Skelton – Career of Major General G.S. Shephard from Memoirs of Gordon Shephard ed Shane Leslie, 1924 (6p)

08.1.010-024 SANS ESCORT – 206 SQN REMINISCENCES
Major J.S. Blanford – Part 2 of detailed account by Observer Officer on DH9s from war end March 1919 with combat record and honours awarded (15p)

08.1.025-032 PROCYC TO HIS FRIENDS – A.F.W. BEAUCHAMP PROCTOR
Donald R. Neate – Service with 84 Sqn RFC from June 1917 till October 1918 and postwar death in flying accident. Lists of victories and aircraft flown (11p)

08.1.033-040 KHAKI & BLUE THE EIGHT YEARS SERVICE OF CHARLES J. BEERS DFM
Peter Wright – From Army private in 1912 to RFC Sgt/Mech in Palestine 1918. (11p)

Summer
08.2.049-061 EXPERIMENTAL STATION RFC ORFORDNESS 1916-19
Sqn Ldr F.D. Holder – Personal reminiscences of personalities and technical work with list of aircraft serials (23p)

08.2.062-073 CAPTAIN VERNON CASTLE, RFC
Marvin L. Skelton – Career with 1 Sqn RFC from June 1916 and with Canadian TS from mid-1917, mainly taken from letters to wife (24p)

08.2.074-075 RFC & RAF CASUALTIES, 1917-18
Leslie Rogers – For July 1917
08.2.075-081 NORTHERN FLEDGLINGS
John A. Tyler – History of 64 Sqn RFC at Sedgefield, Norfolk, from its formation, Aug 1916, to its departure to France, Oct 1917 has aircraft serials and nominal roll (8p)

08.2.082-085 JIMMY SLATER FIGHTER ACE
Norman L.R. Franks – Combat record with 64 Sqn RFC from November 1917 (7p)

08.2.086-089 NORTH SEA THREE
Brian J. Turpin – Development and brief history of the North Sea Class of nonrigids, with details of loss of NS3 (4p)

08.2.094 NOTES ON ‘WAR BIRDS’, DIARY OF AN UNKNOWN AVIATOR
D.R. Johnstone-Jones – The background to the book on Lt John MacGavock Grider by Springs

Autumn

08.3.097-110 AT THE DROP OF A CAMEL
Philip Jarrett – Background to the carriage of aircraft by airships and details of experiments with a Camel from R23 carried out at Pulham (20p)

08.3.111-133 SCORPION’S STING, 84 SQUADRON RFC/RAF 1917-18
Don Neate – With nominal roll, locations, serials & markings, and victories (28p)

08.3.134-136 AN ‘84’ PICTORIAL ALBUM
H.W.L. Saunders – More photos of 84 Sqn (9p)

Winter

08.4.145-167 ROYAL FLYING CORPS, PART 1 – FORMATION TO 31 AUGUST 1915
Tim Mason – First part of a study of the aeroplanes that equipped the RFC, with tabulation by serial number of each aircraft type, engine, manufacturer and service (29p)

08.4.166-176 THE EVOLUTION OF THE BE2 BIPLANE
via Paul Leaman – Reprinted from Aeronautics, December 1912, with added scale 3-view (10p,dwg)

08.4.177-185 REVIEW OF FOKKER AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION 1910-1918
Douglas T. Pardee – From published and unpublished sources such as Schwerin documents, includes prototypes (17p)

08.4.186-187 FOKKER FOLIO
– (7p)

1978 Vol. 9

Spring

09.1.001-007 A RECORD OF GOOD LUCK
Reginald John Bone – Personal account of midshipman turned aviator. from 1905 to 1919 (8p)

09.1.008-012 NEWHAVEN AND TELSCOMBE CLIFFS
Michael H. Goodall – Brief illustrated account of RNAS Newhaven and nearby airfield (13p, map)

09.1.013-022 53 SQUADRON 1916-1918, A HISTORY
Ray Vann – Combat history, aircraft serials and casualties (14p)

09.1.023-024 NINE MONTHS WITH 53 SQUADRON RFC
Raymond Vann – Recollections of Capt Herman Lloyd Tracy (2p)

09.1.025-031 POW – MY PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS
Lt Norman A. Birks – Nieuport 23 pilot of 29 Sqn RFC, PoW 5.4.17 at Holzminden Camp (9p)

09.1.032-038 MANUFACTURER’S TRADE MARKS
Peter G. Cooksley – B/w photos with Methuen colour refs (30tm)

09.1.039 AERONAUTICAL SERVICES OF THE USA
W. E. de B. Whittaker – The Aeroplane Reprint Feb 26, 1914

09.1.040 LAURENCE CALLAHAN – THE LAST ‘WAR BIRD’
Olive M. Senn – Obituary of last of trio mentioned in War Birds, Diary of an Unknown Aviator

09.1.042 LETTER FROM
Chas Schaedel – Australian aircraft markings

09.1.042 LETTER FROM
John Blandford – Australian Squadrons

09.1.043 LETTER FROM
Brian Martin – RNAS Orfordness and Butley Aerodrome

09.1.044 LETTER FROM
Philip Jarrett – Additional information on experiments with Sopwith Camel from R23 and markings 56 Sqn RFC aircraft

Summer

09.2.049-067 THE FELIXSTOWE F5L
Kenneth M. Molson – Details of the design and construction of the NAF F-5-L by Canadian Aeroplanes Ltd (35p)

09.2.068-077 ESCADRILLE SPA 93
Paul Chamberlain & Frank W. Bailey – Combat record April 1917 to War’s end, with victory list and known personnel (5)

09.2.072 BOUGHT IN FRANCE
Colin Waugh – RFC aircraft bought in France, serials 1801-1900

09.2.078-090 NORMAN WOODHEAD, NAVAL AVIATOR
Graham Mottram – Service 1916-18 at various RNAS stations in anti-submarine operations (24p)

09.2.091-093 RFC & RAF CASUALTIES, 1917-18
– – For July 1917, Part II (3p)

Autumn

09.3.097-109 9 SQUADRON RFC
Lt G.B.S. Fuller – Personal account of a year beginning spring 1917 including pilot and observer training and artillery spotting (1tp,plan)

09.3.110-111 SURVIVOR, THE IWM’S RE8 AT DUXFORD
J.M. Wevers – Historical background to F3556 (4p)

09.3.112-121 THE GRIM REAPERS OF SPA 94
F.W. Bailey and A.E. Clausen Jnr – Combat record from formation in May 1917 with list of known personnel and
1979 Vol. 10

Spring
10.1.001-019 THE STORY OF THE NC-1
Colin Owers – Detailed account of design and construction of NAF/Curtiss NC flying boats (39p, 3dwgs)

10.1.020-022 BIFFS AND BLIMPS – ALAN DOUGLAS LIGHT
Raymond Vann – Career summary with 48 Sqn on Bristol Fighters and RNAS East Fortune on North Sea airships (6p)

10.1.023-025 NIGHT BOMBER PILOT – FRANK E. WILSON
Raymond Vann – Career summary with 149 Sqn on FE2bs (7p)

10.1.026-034 THE PUP’S PRECURSOR
Philip Jarrett – Story of Hawker’s Sopwith SL TBP runabout of 1915 and two similar successors (18p)

10.1.035-038 EDWARD M MAITLAND – NO.1 AIRSHIP COMPANY
Malcolm T. Hobson – Beginnings of naval involvement with airships and the fate of the R34 and R38 (5p)

10.1.039 THE ZEPPELIN MUSEUM IN FRIEDRICHSHAFEN
Malcolm T. Hobson – Models and engines to be seen there (p)

10.1.047-048 9 SQUADRON REVISITED – PHOTO ALBUM
Don Neate and John Williamson – Showing aircraft and crew (10p)

Summer
10.2.049-058 65 SQUADRON RFC/RAF
Norman Franks & Frank Bailey – Service history from formation in July 1916, with lists of bases, awards, casualties, victories and Camel serials (12p)

10.2.059-069 UNDER TWO FLAGS
Jon Guttman – Service of G. de Freest Larner with Spa 86 and 103rd Aero Sqn (25p, 2 dwgs)

10.2.070-072 MAX, RITTER VON MULLER
Dennis Highlands & Douglas Whetton – Summary of combat record with victory list (5p)

10.2.072 LIST OF ZEPPELIN PRODUCTION

10.2.073-078 HALBERSTADT CL.IV
Ministry of Munitions report (5p, 5dwgs) –

10.2.079-086 FOKKER D.VII
Ministry of Munitions report (7p, dwg) –

10.2.086-089 NORTH SEA THREE – A POSTSCRIPT
Brian J. Turpin – Modifications to NS3 and its loss as described by one survivor, AVM Maitland (6p)

10.2.094-096 ROYAL AIR FORCE – IN THE FIELD
Gerald Muir – 62 Sqn RAF aircraft and aircrew in France April/May 1918 (13p)

Autumn
10.3.097-193 FLEETING FIGHTER
James A. Brown – Brief career of 2Lt R.G. Frith with 45 Sqn RFC on Camels before becoming a PoW (12p)

10.3.104-115 142 COCKBURN-LANGE, THE PHOTOGRAPHERS’ AUTHENTICITY
Ken Gyford – Analysis of the Cockburn-Lange photographs appearing in Death in the Air (22p, 5 dwgs)

10.3.116-126 THE LONG PLOD HOME
Marvin L. Skelton – Service of Roy Shillinglaw on FE2bs and O/400s with the Independent Force giving night bombing tactics, crew duties and bomb characteristics (18p)

10.3.127-128 ANOTHER PUSHER PILOT WITH TWENTY-TWO
Capt T.H. Gladstone – Reminiscences with 22 Sqn on FE2bs (3p)

10.3.129-133 THE EARLY DAYS OF THE RNAS
Graham Mottram – Formation, organisation, training, equipment and personnel strengths and operations of the RNAs till end 1914 (5p)
1980 Vol. 11

Spring
11.1.001-007 ONE OF THOSE FLYERS – LUDWIG WALK (JASTA 77B & 79B)
Bruno Schmaling – Early career in Royal Bavarian Jasta from May 1917 to July 1918 in France (15p)

11.1.008-020 JOHN MCGAVOCK GRIDER – WAR BIRD
Marvin L. Skelton – Extracts from the diary and letters of an American killed in action on 18 June 1918 with 85 Sqn (17p)

11.1.021-028 THE RECOGNITION OF FIRST WORLD WAR FLYING BOATS
Austin Robinson – Details of range improvements, modifications and construction/appearance differences in British-operated flying boats, including corrections to type identification in standard reference works (9p)

11.1.029-034 SIXTY SQUADRON, A DETAILED HISTORY – PART 1 (OF 5)
Joe Warne – Covers May to September 1916 (9p)

11.1.035-039 ON AIR FIGHT PICTURES – 21 DEC 1932 AEROPLANE REPRINT
C. G. Grey – Discussion on the authenticity of the Cockburn-Lange Collection of aerial action photographs (p)

11.1.039 A MIDAIR MAULING – AN ERNST UDET ANECDOTE
Wg Cdr W.M. Fry MC – A post-war story about the German WWI ace

11.1.040-041 MAX IMMELMANN’S VICTORIES
Norman L.R. Franks – Summaries of his 17 victories with pen pictures of his victims (3p)

Summer
11.2.049-065 SIXTY SQUADRON, A DETAILED HISTORY – PART 2 (OF 5)
Joe Warne – Covers Sept 1916 to Nov 1917 (9p)

11.2.066-067 THE DIARY OF ONE DAY
Capt Malcolm G. Begg MC RFC – Account of combat in Mesopotamia which led to loss of two RE8s and the capture of four British officers by the Turks (p)

11.2.068-075 THE DIARY OF THREE OFFICERS IN THE HANDS OF THE TURKS
? – Account of the captivity in Turkish hands of Capt Rex Philpott, Capt Malcolm Begg and Lt Noel Baillon (6p)

11.2.076-085 A NATURAL PILOT-aviator IN ONE HOUR – LT ERNST HESS
Dr Gustav Bock, translated Alex Imrie – Service in France from Nov 1915 until his death in action Dec 1916 (14p)

11.2.086-089 DEATH IN THE AIR, A STUDY OF THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE TEXT
J.A. Whellans – Study of the text accompanying the Cockburn-Lange Collection of action photographs

11.2.094-096 LETTER FROM
Dr Gustav Bock – Victory lists of Lt Kurt Wolff and Lt Max Ritter von Müller

Autumn
11.3.097-110 ‘MICK’ – FACT, FICTION AND LEGEND
James Dudgeon – An assessment of the character of Major Edward Mannock VC DSO MC and lists of his victories and aircraft (27p)

11.3.111-119 PIONEERING AT BARROW – A MEMOIR OF CDR OLIVER SCHWANN RN
Ian M Burns – Early development of floats using an Avro Type D and the commissioning of HMS Campania (17p)

11.3.120-131 SIXTY SQUADRON, A DETAILED HISTORY – PART 3 (OF 5)
Joe Warne – Covers Nov 1917 to October 1918, including lists of aircraft types, locations and personnel (8p)

11.3.132-136 ROBERT WHITTON, AIR MECHANIC
Robby Robson – Engine mechanic with 6, 10, 20 Sqns & 198(N) TS from Jan 1916 (11p)

Winter
11.4.145-170 PAUL STRÄHLE – WAR DIARY OF A GERMAN AVIATOR, 11 AUGUST 1917 TO 22 APRIL 1918
Harry van Dorsen – Western Front, full details of every sortie flying mainly Albatri D.III and D.V (23p)

11.4.171-185 60 SQUADRON, A DETAILED HISTORY – PART 4 (OF 5)
Joe Warne – Covers Aug 1918 to Armistice, including log of claims (11p)
11.4.186  TWO OF A KIND: A PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPARISON
Philip Jarrett – Two SE5as from Vickers and Austin Motor (2p)

1981 Vol. 12

Spring
12.1.001-018  FOKKER FIVE-0-NINE
Philip Jarrett – Story of the capture and evaluation of Fokker E.III 210/16 exhibited at the Science Museum (24p, 5d)
12.1.019-029  RATHER NAUGHTY AFTER SUNSET OR RNAS
Peter F. Wright – Diary of A/M George Edward West with HP O/100 equipped Naval A Sqn RNAS (later 216 Sqn RAF) in France and Egypt with details of maintenance procedures, aircraft serials and operations (18p)
12.1.030-043  SIXTY SQUADRON – PART 5 (OF 5) – CONCLUSION
Joe Warne – Tabulations of aircrew and aircraft casualties, combat claims, aircraft types, serials, camouflage and markings and decorations

Summer
12.2.049-063  ONE OF BAVARIA'S SILVER EAGLES, LTN AUGUST DELLING, ROYAL BAVARIAN JAGSTAFFEL 34B
Bruno J. Schmiling – Combat record with aircraft markings (25p, d)
12.2.064-071  JAMES JOHNSTONE – 45 SQN RFC
James Brown – Service on 1½ Strutters April & May 1917 (18p)
12.2.072-080  LIGHTERS
Michael H. Goodall – Conception, design and operations of aircraft launched from lighters towed by naval craft (13p, 5d)
12.2.081-083  ZEPPELMANIA
Raymond L. Rimell – Memorabilia from Zeppelin crashes (8p)
12.2.091-093  LETTER FROM
Dr Gustav Bock – Victories of Lt Kurt Wolff & Ltn Max Ritter von Müller

Autumn
12.3.097-117  THE DEVELOPMENT OF DORNIER LANDPLANES 1914-1918
Gerard Terry – Construction and testing of the V1, CL.I, CL.II & D.I, including the D.I in the US (38p)
12.3.118-130  THE COMRADES OF MARCON – 1918-1978
Francis Lombardi – Reminiscences of fellow pilots in 77a & 80a Squadra from March 1918 (13p, 2d, 2 maps)
12.3.131-136  JULIUS ARIGI
Thomas Trauner – Service career and combat record from prewar to Armistice, includes victories and lists of Austrian aces & Austrian manufactured aircraft (6p)
12.3.137-138  VIGNETTE FROM THE RUSSIAN FRONT
Malcolm Cooper – Extract from report by Alfred Knox, British Military Attaché in Petrograd, March 1916 giving total Russian air strength and casualties (5p)

Winter
12.4.145-156  MAN OF STEEL, MAJOR JOHN CHARLES BRADLEY FIRTH MC
James A. Brown – Service with 45 Sqn in France and Italy with victory list (15p)
12.4.157-160  THE BLACK SHIP-SS40
Sir Victor Goddard – Story of airship designed for spy dropping (4p)
12.4.161  EUGENE DONALD MACDONALD – AN APPRECIATION
Alex Revell – Obituary of pilot who had served with 57 Sqn in 1918 and at Orfordness
12.4.162-165  CONTRACTOR'S AERO ENGINE OUTPUT AUG 14 – DEC 18
Jack Bruce & Michael Goodall – Annual outputs by manufacturer and engine type, including foreign sources (3p)
12.4.166-174  LOHNER B.V.I, A PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY
Bill Evans & George Hasdow – Includes brief details of dimensions, performance and operational history (16p, plan)
12.4.175-184  FLYING WITH FORTY-ONE – LT H.D. ARKELL
Peter Wright – Training & service in France from October 1916 until July 1918 using FE8s, DH5s and SE5as, list of squadron personnel (14p, map)

1982 Vol. 13

Spring
13.1.001-017  LES AVIATIKS
from l’Aerophile – Detailed and contemporary detailed drawings of Aviatik types as known by late 1917 includes new 1/48th drawings of C.I (19p, 11d, 2 plan)
13.1.018-030  WAR-TIME REMINISCENCES, FLIGHT COMMANDER
A.H. Sandwell – Humorous account of training and service with the RNAs, mainly on flying boats operating from Dundee (17p)
13.1.031-038  ARTHUR PERCIVAL FOLEY RHYS DAVIS
Alex Revell – Service with 56 Sqn from April 1916 until his death in October 1917 (6p)
13.1.039-040  AERO ENGINE DEVELOPMENT
Graham Mottram – Simple guide to engine operating cycle and comparative power ratings of engine types (p, d)

Summer
13.2.049-062  ESCADRILLE 31
Paul Chamberlain & Frank W. Bailey – Service history from beginning to end of the war, including combat log and list of personnel (13p)
13.2.063-069  P.F. FULLARD – NIEUPORT EXPONENT
Mike O’Connor – Service with 1 Sqn from April 1917 till invalidated Nov 1918 (7p)
13.2.070-073  HUGH WILLIAMSON AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AIRCRAFT CARRIER
Richard D. Layman – His influence on aircraft carrier design and anti-submarine operations (5p)
13.2.074-083  WILHELM PRIEN
Marvin L. Skelton – Service with Kest 4b and details of German training and home defence organisations (34p)
13.2.084-087  RFC & RAF CASUALTIES
        Leslie A. Rogers – For August 1917 (p)
13.2.095  LETTER FROM
        Bernd Totschinger – Additional info on Julius Arigi and Austrian aircraft and unit designations (see 12.131-136)

Autumn
13.3.097-111  LAST FLIGHT OF A BAVARIAN EAGLE, LTN HUGO GEIGER
        Brüno Schmälzing – Service with FLAbt 46 and 34b in Albatros two-seaters and scouts Feb 1917 till killed Aug 1917 (33p, 2d)
13.3.112-123  CHIPPY’S AVIATOR – HERBERT RUTTER SIMMS
        Peter Wright – Aircraft constructor and pilot with 1 Wing RNAS Aug 1915 until killed April 1916 (26p, map)
13.3.124-126  PAINTING INSTRUCTIONS – GERMAN MARINE AIRCRAFT
        Michael Schneelke – Note of finish and designations (5p)
13.3.127-132  THULIN AIRCRAFT, 1914-1919
        Thomas Nilsson – Notes on Thulin, his factory and aircraft (15p)
13.3.133  KARL EKVALL, SWEDISH MECHANIC
        Thomas Nilsson – Brief reminiscences of a Swede working in the Gotha factory in Germany (p)
13.3.134-139  RFC & RAF CASUALTIES, 1917-18
        L.A. Rogers – For September 1917 (2p)

Winter
13.4.145-153  LT J.H.L. GOWER, 100 SQN RAF – HIS TRAINING
        Marvin L. Skelton – Letters home describing training in Canada, US and Britain between July 1917 and posting to Independent Force in France June 1918 (13p)
13.4.154-159  DORNIER CS.I
        Gerard Terry – Discussion of merits of dural and design and construction of the Cs.I (12p)
13.4.160-169  TALE OF A TAIL-ENDER, LESLIE E. MORRIS 57 SQN RAF
        Laurence McMurdie – Trained as a pilot just before the war end took part in the force’s mail service before demobilised in August 1919 (20p)
13.4.170-176  HISTORICAL REFLECTIONS
        Philip Jarrett – The principles for accurate historical research (8p)
13.4.177-178  ZEPPELINS OVER BILSTON
        – Crew duties and operation of Zeppelins and raid of L19 on the Midlands, 31 Jan 1916 (p)
13.4.179  GASBAGS
        W/Cdr Townson – Ground handling of airships at Cranwell (p)
13.4.180-183  WWI AIRCRAFT IN POLAND
        Bill Vandersteen – Photos of Italian aircraft in Polish service (11p)
13.4.186-187  LETTER FROM
        Ed Ferko – German home defence organisation (ref 13.074)
13.4.187-188  LETTER FROM
        John Guttman – Additional information on Esc 31 and British casualties August 1917 (ref 13.049)

1983 Vol. 14

Spring
14.1.001-021  LES LVG: THE LVG C.II, TRANSLATED FROM
        l’Aerophile 1916 – Development of C.II from the D4/PF and details of construction (30p, 10 dwg)
14.1.022-031  24 SQUADRON POW – 2LT C.H. CROSSBEE RFC/RAF, AS TOLD TO
        Jeff Taylor – Brief career with 24 Sqn from Nov 1917 until his capture on 26 Feb 1918 and account of his captivity (18p)
14.1.032-041  LT J.H.L. GOWER, 100 SQN RAF – HIS ‘SHOWS’
        Marvin L. Skelton – Following on from article on his training (13.145) extracts from his log book of FE2b and HP O/100 raids on Germany and peacetime missions until demobilisation 22 Aug 1919 (20p)
14.1.045  LETTER FROM
        Brian Turpin and Ces Mowrthorpe – Identification of British airships (ref 13.144)
14.1.045  LETTER FROM
        Thomas Nilsson and Stig Jarlerik – Concerning Thulin aircraft
14.1.047  LETTER FROM
        Marvin Skelton – Concerning German home defence units (ref 13.074 & 13.186)

Summer
14.2.049-104  PRESENTATION AIRCRAFT 1914-18
        Raymond Van & Colin Waugh – Brief history of each aircraft listed by presentation source with appendix by aircraft serial and type (72p)

Autumn
14.3.105-121  MAJOR W.J.C. KENNEDY-COCHRAN-PATRICK DSO MC & BAR
        Russ Mullen – Short summary of service career plus ten short essays on his aerial combats and one on flying the Fokker E.III (33p)
14.3.122-125  RICHTHOFEN’S 23RD – OR WAS IT?
        Peter Wright – Concludes that Moody and Horn were shot down by Werner Voss (5p)
14.3.126-134  EXPERIENCES, 1916-17 WITH 27 SQUADRON
        Leslie S. Campbell – Some comments about pilot training and not too fond memories of flying Martinsyde Elephants on bombing missions (10p)
14.3.135-141  E.T. BUSK, AN IRREPARABLE LOSS
        Marvin L. Skelton – Training and experimental work of a technologist at Farnborough on RE1 and BE2 aircraft and
1984 Vol. 15

Spring
15.1.001-019 LES AVIONS RUMPLER
Extract from L'Aerophile, – giving detailed account of Rumpler C.I with some data for the B.I (22p, 11 dwg, plan)

15.1.020-025 WHISPERS FROM WYE – WYE AERODROME KENT, 1918-19
David G. Collyer – Training sqns at Wye from diaries of Cpl Tucker and Pte Ella Harling (12p, map)

15.1.026-034 MAIN SHOW TO SIDE SHOW, PART 1, CAPT GERALD MERTON MC, 16 & 30 SQNS RFC
Peter Wright – Training in Egypt and service in Mesopotamia (13p)

15.1.035-040 LT LESLIE POULTER, RNNS & RAF: ROBBY
Robson & Les Cook – His training at Vendome and service at Calshot with seaplanes (10p)

15.2.049-056 REAR ADMIRAL SIR MURRAY SUETER CB
Air Marshall Sir Edward Chilton KBE CB RAF (Rtd) – Appraisal of influence of Murray Sueter in formation of the RNNS (12p)

15.2.056-062 MAIN SHOW TO SIDE SHOW, PART 2, LIEUT A.E. LIONEL SKINNER MC, 30 SQN RFC
Peter Wright – Training in Egypt and service in Mesopotamia (13p)

15.2.063-071 COASTAL PATROL AIRSHIPS, 1915-1918, PART 1
Brian J. Turpin – Specification, design, construction and operation (1916) of the Coastal Class manufactured at Kingsnorth (11p, dwg)

15.2.072-075 DEVELOPED FOR THE RFC – THE FIRST PRACTICAL AEROPLANE WHEEL
Colin E. Read – 1913 design by Palmer Tyre replacing the bicycle wheel (7p, dwg)

15.2.076-082 DORNIER GS.I
Gerard Terry – Design (including sponsons) and construction with testing in 1919 includes details of Becker automatic canon and Maybach MbIVa engine (10p)

15.2.083-088 BOMBER HARRIS, FIGHTER PILOT
James A. Brown – Training and service with 45 Sqn RFC (13p)

Autumn
15.3.097-118 THE RFC/RAF (CANADA) – ITS SQUADRONS AND THEIR MARKINGS
Kenneth M. Molson – Organisation of RFC/RAF training in Canada and Texas with disposition and markings of units (43p, map, dwg)

15.3.119-123 ACE: LT COL WILLIAM AVERY BISHOP, VC DSO AND BAR, MC, DFC, LDH AND CDEG
Dennis Hylands – Service career with 60 Sqn, with list of combat victories (8p)

15.3.124-132 COASTAL PATROL AIRSHIPS, 1915-1918, PART 2
Brian J. Turpin – Towing trials, operations with the Grand Fleet (1917-18) and anti-submarine duties, with specifications, production and notes on individual machines (9p)

Winter
15.4.145-168 ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE: AEROPLANES OF THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS (NAVAL WING) AND RNNS 1911 TO 31 AUGUST 1915, PART 1 (OF 4)
Tim Mason – Review of procurement policy, markings, numbering systems and aircraft types by manufacturer with tables of Naval Wing strength, RNNS squadrons, seaplane carriers and shore stations (54p)

15.4.169-173 SUBMARINE SCOUT PUSHER PILOTS: CAPTAIN GEORGE E. BUNGAY AND LT JOHN HOSKINS RNNS
Peter Wright – Service careers and summary of design and service of the 6 SSpS built (7p)

15.4.174-181 RNNS CASUALTIES – 1916-1918
Leslie A. Rogers – Circumstances of each loss in chronological order by squadron, aircraft type and pilot (13p)

15.4.182-185 LETTERS FROM A YOUNG AIRMAN: LT JOHN GARDNER WHITE
James A. Brown – Service career with 24 Sqn on DH5s from June 1917 until death in action August (2p)

1985 Vol. 16

Spring
16.1.001-017 REPORT ON THE FRIEDRICHSHAFEN G.III, FROM
Aeronautics for 8 May 1918 – Report on aircraft brought down on the 16th February (18p, 35 dwg, plan)

16.1.018-031 INTERNED: A LIST OF AEROPLANES OF ALL NATIONALITIES THAT WERE INTERNE BY THE DUTCH
www.crossandcockade.com ABSTRACTS for VOLUMES 1– 45 pg. 12

DPR June 1, 2014
AUTHORITIES 1914-18
Harry Van Dorssen & Frits Gerdesen – Aircraft, crew and circumstances in chronological order (15p)

16.1.032-043 ARMAMENT NOTES
Harry Woodman – Arming of British aircraft 1912 to outbreak of war, includes description of Vickers, Davis Rexel and Lewis guns (15p, 4 dwg)

Summer
16.2.049-071 ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE: AEROPLANES OF THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS (NAVAL WING) AND RNAS 1911 TO 31 AUGUST 1915, PART 2 (OF 4)
Tim Mason – List of first 285 aircraft (Nos 1 to 921) in official number order with engine type and brief service history (13p)

16.2.072-082 EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARIES OF AIR MECHANIC 29281 ALEXANDER PAICE (34 AND 70 SQUADRONS)
Harry Cooper – 8 July 1916 to demob 31 May 1919 (8p)

16.2.082-084 AVIATION ON PLAYING CARDS
Michael H. Goodall – British & German, ancient & modern (16p)

16.2.085 BRAZILIANS IN BRITAIN – 1918
Keith Hart – Training at Eastbourne and Lee-on-Solent

16.2.086 AN EARLY MILITARY RECONNAISSANCE IN INDIA
Somnath Sapru – During Indian Army maneuvers, 15 January 1911

16.2.087 BZC2: RIGGING DETAILS
Victor Cook – By 3 School of Military Aeronautics, March 1917 (plan)

16.2.091 LETTER FROM
Barry Gray & Geoffrey Williams – The origin of the RNAS/RAF Eagle emblem (3p)

16.2.091 LETTER FROM
Philip Jarrett & Frank Cheesman – Capts S. Cockerell & F.C.G. Broome and the Vimy Commercial flight from Cairo to Capetown

16.2.092 LETTER FROM
Grahame Neale – Victories of WA Bishop with 85 Sqn

16.2.093 LETTER FROM
Ken Molson – Commanding Officers of RFC/RAF Sqns in Canada

Autumn
16.3.097-105 THE PRZEMYSL AIR MAIL
Bill Lamberton – Organisation of Austrian air units and aircraft manufacture in 1914 and delivery of despatches to Przemysl cut off by Russian forces (10p, map, plan)

16.3.106-111 L’ESCADRILLE SPA 153
Frank W. Bailey & Daniel Brunet – History from formation July 1917 to disbandment April 1919, with combat log and personnel list (4p)

16.3.112-138 ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE: AEROPLANES OF THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS (NAVAL WING) AND RNAS 1911 TO 31 AUGUST 1915, PART 3 (OF 4)
Tim Mason – List of 491 aircraft (Nos 922 to 1383) in official number order with engine type and brief service history (8p)

Winter
16.4.145-167 IN SEARCH OF MRS COCKBURN-LANGE, PART 1
Peter M. Gross & Karl S. Schneider – Study of material held by the NASM shows that the Cockburn-Lange photo collection and the book Death in the Air were produced by Wesley D. Archer and that his wife (née Gladys Maud Garrett) posed as Mrs Cockburn-Lange includes photos of models and photographic equipment (39p)

16.4.168-181 ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE: AEROPLANES OF THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS (NAVAL WING) AND RNAS 1911 TO 31 AUGUST 1915, PART 4 (OF 4)
Tim Mason – List of 646 aircraft (Nos 3284 to 8518) in official number order with engine type and brief service history

16.4.182-184 ROYAL CANADIAN NAVAL AIR SERVICE AT WAR 1918
Dan McCaffery – Summary of activities and personnel (p, map)

16.4.185 HISTORY OF 89 SQUADRON IN WWI
Joe Warne – Summary of formation and disbandment before seeing action in WWI

1986 Vol. 17

Spring
17.1.001-023 MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO- HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE, PART ONE (OF 12)
Dr Martin D. O’Connor – Includes history and organisation of Austrian airforce, lists of manufacturers and aircraft types (30p, 7 dwg)

17.1.024-035 THE AUSTRIAN BREGG SINGLE SEATER SCOUT
Reproduced from Flight – Technical appraisal of the Aviatik D.I based on captured 138.27 (15p, 17 dwg)

17.1.036-037 THE MITCHELL PARATROOP PLAN: FEASIBLE OR FANTASTIC
Richard D. Layman – Suggestion in March 1919 SAE lecture to drop an infantry division armed with machine guns behind German lines

17.1.038-045 FAMOUS AEROPLANES REPRODUCED FROM JOHN HAMILTON POSTCARD SERIES
Ronald Good – 32 examples illustrated

Summer
17.2.049-061 THE BRITISH EXPERIENCE OF STRATEGIC BOMBING
Dr Malcolm Cooper – The story from early attempts by the RNAS and RFC through the formation of the Independent Force to the end of the War with an assessment of the results (13p)

17.2.062-071 IN THE YEAR 1918 I DISOBEYED THE ORDER OF MY SUPERIORS AND THE KING SAID TO ME
Chevalier Willy Coppens de Houthulst – Account of Coppens’ early military career, flying training and reputation as a Drachen buster resulting in award of a MC (16p)
HANS GEORG HORN  
Dan Egan – Summary of career as observer with FLAbt (A)221 (4p)

ACCIDENTALLY KILLED  
Jeff Taylor – Capt Van Goetham and 2Lt Tatham in DH6 at Beaulieu (5p)

MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE, PART TWO (OF 12)  
Dr Martin D O'Connor – Paints, printed fabrics and camouflage schemes particularly of the Aviatik D.I (28p)

LETTER FROM  
Jack Foster and Peter Groez – The Cockburn-Lange photographs

HMS VINDEX – MIXED CARRIER 1915-19  
Ian M. Burns & Roger Nailer – Conversion of the Vindex from the IoM packet Viking, its service history, including air attacks on Tondern and Zeebrugge, and aircraft deck launching trials (18p)

MEMORIES OF 63 SQUADRON RFC  
H. Holden via James Cross – Training and service in Mesopotamia (2p)

CAPTAIN GORDON ALCHIN, AFC, RFA, RFC, RAF  
Ronald Dixon – Observer and pilot with 8, 43 and 29 Sqns (6p)

MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE, PART THREE (OF 12)  
Dr Martin D. O'Connor – Lozenge fabric and the Aviatik D.I markings (23p 2 dwg)

THE AIRSHIP CONSTRUCTIONAL WORKS AT BARLOW, EAST YORKSHIRE  
Ces Mowthorpe – Construction of the R23, R29, R33 and R39 (8p)

RUSSIA'S AIR FORCES IN WAR AND REVOLUTION 1914-1920, PART I  
Mark George & Vic Sheppard – Resumé of IRAS organisation, aircraft supply and maintenance and operations with victories (19p)

THE RFC/RAF ENGINE REPAIR SHOPS, PONT DE L'ARCHE, FRANCE  
Aidan J. Williams – Biographical notes on Lt Col L.F.R. Fell, Chief Engineer of ERS, data on engines including average hours between overhauls and summary of causes of failure (14p)

TRACK TEST & WIND TUNNEL, AN INTERESTING BUT INCONCLUSIVE EXPERIMENT  
Gerard Terry – Use of high speed railroad for aerodynamic experiments south of Berlin (5p)

OF CAMELS & TWO-O-EIGHT LT HAROLD GOODWIN RAF  
Peter F. Wright – Combat record of 208 Sqn RAF from April 1918, including infamous destruction of 16 Camels to save from capture (6p)

MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE, PART FOUR (OF 12)  
Dr Martin D. O'Connor – Details for the Phönix scouts (9p)

FLYING BOUDOIR  
Clifford N. Tinson – Description of the Sage Type 2 and its demise (5p plan)

ADOLPHE PÉGOUD, PIONEER PILOT & EARLY ACE  
Thomas Nilsson – Killed in action August 1915 (3p)

FITZ PHILIP JARRETT  
? – Obituary of Henry Fitzwilliam Gregory Cowley (2p)

PLANES OF THE GREAT WAR, 1914-1918  
Howard Leigh – 18 more postcards from the John Hamilton series

1987 Vol. 18

Spring

ALBATROS AIRCRAFT  
Bill Evans & Paul Kelly – Extract from l'Aerophile, mainly C.I, C.II and C.III (37p, 19 dwg)

THE ALLIES' ALBATROS  
Philip Jarrett – Service career of prewar Albatros B.II demonstrator (12p)

MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE, PART FIVE (OF 12)  
Dr Martin D. O'Connor – Hansa-Brandenburg C.I (15p)

VEREKER REVIVISIT  
Peter F. G. Wright – Pilot of a captured V/1500, includes serial numbers of V/1500s flown by him (7p)

L.H. RICHFORD – A VERY GOOD CHAP  
W/Cdr Gwilym H. Lewis DFC RAF(Retd) – Obituary of 3 (Naval) Sqn pilot

Summer

RUSSIA'S AIR FORCES IN WAR AND REVOLUTION 1914-1920, PART 2 – THE WORKER'S & PEASANT'S AIR FLEET  
Mark George & Vic Sheppard – The Russian Air Fleet after the Revolution before the formation of the Red Air Force, with squadron strengths and operational aircraft, Aug 1920 (10p)

SECOND LIEUTENANT HAROLD KELLY, 34 SQUADRON RAF  
Don Neate – Training and service with 34 and 52 Sqns in France & Italy 1917/18 with serials of aircraft flown (13p)

SPIKE' HOWELL  
Dennis Newton – Australian with 45 Sqn in Italy, lost on England-Australia flight in 1919, list of victories and honours (9p)

LFG V19, SUBMARINE BORNE SPOTTER AIRCRAFT  
Gerald Terry – Includes brief history of submarine-borne aircraft (8p, plan)

MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE, PART SIX (OF 12)  
Dr Martin D O'Connor – Hansa-Brandenburg C.I(J) and Aviatik C.I(Jo)/(LJo)/(WKF) (33p)
18.2.088-090  DESERT PILOT: LIEUTENANT FRED HAIG
Gerald T. Muir – Australian with 1 Sqn AFC, captured by Turks, also summary of rescue of aircrew from behind enemy lines (4p)

18.2.096  CHEVALIER WILLY COPPENS DE HOUTHULST
Mike Pearce – Obituary

Autumn
18.3.097-118  MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE, PART SEVEN (OF 12)
Dr Martin D O’Connor – Lloyd, Knoller, WKF, Fischamend, MAG and Thöne & Fiala aircraft and the Phönix C.I and UFAG C.I (57p)

18.3.119-125  AT WAR WITH THE SOVIETS: THE RAF IN NORTH RUSSIA 1918-1919
Mark George – Based on experiences of SgM CEO Banks (12p map)

18.3.126-130  WINGS OVER WESTGATE
Geoffrey Williams – Use of homing pigeons at Westgate (7p map)

18.3.131-135  ‘CLEM’ – LT HARRIS G. CLEMENTS
James Dudgeon – Mick Mannock’s wing man with 74 Sqn (6p dwg)

Winter
18.4.145-157  HMS ARK ROYAL – 1914-1922
Richard D Layman – Brief details of genesis of seaplane carriers, design, construction and preparation of Ark Royal and her operational career in the Dardenelles, Aegean and postwar (16p, 2 dwg)

18.4.158-167  AN EXCEPTIONAL MAN: MAJOR FRANK WIDENHAM GOODDEN RFC (SPECIAL RESERVE)
Peter Wright – Career of a pioneer aviator, designer and test pilot who died testing a prototype SE5 (18p)

18.4.168-173  MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE, PART EIGHT (OF 12)
Dr Martin D. O’Connor – Hansa-Brandenburg D.I or KD (14p)

18.4.174-183  THE ASTONISHING Zozo – REVOLUTIONARY AVIATOR, SPY, AUTHOR
Mike Pearce – Career of Joseph Davrichery or Zozo, pioneer Russian aviator and test pilot with operational service for France and Marthe Richard, woman pioneer pilot and spy (8p)

18.4.189  MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE
Dr Martin D. O’Connor – Corrections to previous articles

1988 Vol. 19

Spring
19.1.001-025  SOPWITH PUP
J.M. Bruce, M. Davis & G.S. Leslie – Brief history, detailed specs, production, performance, markings, information and drawings (32p, 8 dwgs, 15 side views)

19.1.026-028  RNAS STATION, TRESCO – 1917-1919
Michael H. Goodall – Brief history of the RNAS Station in the Scilly Isles (2p, map)

19.1.029-039  MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE, PART NINE (OF 12)
Dr Martin D. O’Connor – Oeffag-built Albatros scouts (30p)

19.1.040-041  NEW LIGHT ON AIR LAUNCH
Philip Jarrett – Successful launch of a Bristol Scout from a Felixstowe F3 (3p)

19.1.042-045  COURTS OF ROYAL ENGINEERS: PIONEERS OF ARMY FLYING
Mike Buckingham – Brief history from 1878 to 1912 using balloons and airships (5p)

Summer
19.2.049-064  HENRY GEORGE CROWE
G.S. Leslie – Service career with 20 Sqn RFC, then RAF service in Ireland, Mesopotamia and Palestine (23p)

19.2.065-083  ARMAMENT NOTES NO.2, THE LEWIS GUN IN BRITISH SERVICE, PART 1
Harry Woodman – Origins, design, development and field modifications of the Mk I, Mk II, Mk II* and ‘RNAS Pattern’ Lewis guns (21p, 3 dwgs)

19.2.084-090  MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE, PART TEN (OF 12)
Dr Martin D O’Connor – Albatros D.III (Oef) series 253, including Backhausen swirl fabric (15p)

19.2.091-093  OFFICIAL REPORT ON A VISIT TO THE WORKS OF THE HUMBER COMPANY
Official Report – Inspection of Company’s Avro 504K production (3p)

19.2.096  LETTER FROM
Mike Pearce – More information on Zozo

19.2.097  LETTER FROM
Frank Dorber – More information on Slavo-British Air Corps

19.2.098  LETTER FROM
Bill Morgan – Locations of Aircraft Parks and Depots

Autumn
19.3.101-112  MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE, PART ELEVEN (OF 12)
Dr Martin D. O’Connor – Aircraft of the Austro-Hungarian Naval Air Service (38p)

19.3.113-124  ARMAMENT NOTES NO.2, THE LEWIS GUN IN BRITISH SERVICE, PART 2
Harry Woodman – Armoured propellers, synchronisation gear and mountings (16p, dwg)

19.3.125-137  A SOUTH AFRICAN’S WAR SIDBABB PERCY BELL
via Donald Silberbauer – Extracts from letters home describing life with the South African Scottish Regiment and later with 29 Sqn RFC in France, 90 HD Sqn and 85 Sqn (17p)

19.3.138-144  RFC FERRY PILOT – SGT S.J. MITCHELL AFM
Peter F.G. Wright – Structure of Aircraft Depots etc. Early training and service ferrying from Oct 1917 until killed 4 April 1918, lists of aircraft flown and 2 AD aircraft returns (12p)
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19.3.145-147 A MORE LOGICAL APPROACH TO RESEARCH AND TAILPIECE
Dr Martin D. O'Connor & Raymond Vann – Advice on how to trace information on people

19.3.148-149 LIFE IN BLIMPS: F710 AMI
H. Gamble – RNAs Operations and service with SSZ Class blimps from lecture given in 1936 (p)

19.3.154 MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE
Dr Martin D. O'Connor – Corrections to previous articles

Winter
19.4.157-171 MARKINGS AND CAMOUFLAGE OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE, PART TWELVE (LAST)
Dr Martin D O'Connor – Foreign Aircraft in LFT service and squadron markings (40p)

19.4.172-176 REPORT ON THE ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL AVIATORS
Reprinted from Aeronautics –, 9 October 1918

19.4.177-181 ARK ROYAL REVISITED
David J. Barnes – Photographic review of first Ark Royal and its aircraft (13p)

Summer
20.1.001-025 ANATOMY OF AN AEROPLANE, THE DE HAVILLAND DH2 PUSHER SCOUT
Barrington J. Gray et al – George Holt Thomas and the Aircraft Manufacturing Company. Early career of Geoffrey de Havilland and his designs up to the DH2, detailed design of DH2 and capture by the Germans of prototype flown by Capt R.M. Pike (41p, 3 dwgs 2 plans)

20.1.026-043 ROYAL PRUSSIAN JAGDSTAFFEL NUMBER 36
Stephen T. Lawson – Formed on 11 January 1917, flying mainly Fokker Dr.Is, roster of pilots list of airfields, detailed combat log and markings (14p, 5 dwgs)

20.1.044-051 216 SQUADRON, PART 1 – INDEPENDENT DAYS
2/Lt J.H.V. Wood & Peter F.G. Wright – Wood’s training and service career includes codes of airfield ‘Lighthouse’ beacons (16p)

1989 Vol. 20

Spring
20.2.057-067 ‘CHIDLAW’: ROBERT LESLIE CHIDLAW-ROBERTS MC HAMPSHIRE REGT AND RFC: JUST AN ORDINARY HUMDRUM PILOT
David Tappin – Interviewed just before his death in 1989. Lists of victories and aircraft flown (17p)

20.2.068-074 216 SQUADRON, PART 2 – THE BLAZING TRAIL
Sgt T.J. Aspley AFM & Peter F. G. Wright – Training and postwar service of A.M.R. Aspley on HP O/400s with 216 Sqn, including two unsuccessful attempts to reach Egypt from Marquise (13p)

20.2.075-082 ‘MONSIEUR MONITEUR’: CIGOGNE: INTERVIEW WITH LOUIS RISACHER
Jon Guttman – A flavour of officer’s life with Spa 3 and 159 discourse on 12 Guynemer’s last action (13p, 2 dwg)

20.2.083-086 RECOLLECTIONS OF NIGHT FLYING: THE MEMORIES OF J.A. Steadman
– Experiences with 100 Sqn RAF flying FE2bs (7p)

20.2.087-089 SOLITAIRE: A GERMAN PILOT’S ONE MAN WAR
Tony Meller-Ellis – Experiences of Lt Günther Pluschow along with a Taube at the beginning of the war in Tsingtao, China, against the Japanese (p)

20.2.090-092 PRESENTATION AIRCRAFT: A BRIEF SECOND LOOK
Raymond Vann – Photo album (9p)

20.2.093-097 ‘ALTHAUS’
Stephen T. Lawson – ‘Diary’ summary of career of of Oblt Ernst von Althaus (10p)

20.2.098-102 SOME REMINISCENCES OF SEVENTY YEARS AGO
Lawrence A. Wingfield MC DFC – Adventures of an escapee (p)

20.2.103-105 IN MEMORIAM: SIR THOMAS OCTAVE MURDOCH SOPWITH
J.M. Bruce ISO – Obituary (4p)

Summer
20.3.113-118 PRINCE RUFFO DI CALABRIA, ITALIAN ACE
Chevalier Willy Coppens de Houthulst – Service compared with other Aces with comments on politics and aircraft and armament development (5p)

20.3.119-131 ANATOMY OF AN AEROPLANE, THE DE HAVILLAND DH2 PUSHER SCOUT, PART 2
Barrington J. Gray et al – Discourses on early scout machines, gun synchronisation and LG Hawker’s early career before dealing with early service career of pusher scouts including the DH2 (25p)

20.3.132-138 A SUMMER OUTING – THE ANATOMY OF AN IDEA
Peter G. Wright – Attempt to retrace the background to an exercise to assess field mobilisation of aircraft units, Evesham August 1919 (11p)

20.3.139-144 VINCE EMERY
Geoffrey H. Hine – Manfred von Richthofen’s death by a witness, a discourse on anti-aircraft gunnery and including details of Australian ground and air forces on Western Front (5p dwg)

20.3.150-152 A FITTER IN THE RFC 1914-1919, THE STORY OF ARTHUR LÉONARD ENGLEFIELD
Andrew Simpson – Includes some eyewitness accounts of James McCudden’s fatal crash (2p)

20.3.153-163 LIEUTENANT ERNEST NOEL Copping, RFC, RAF
Tony West – Pilot from 3 AD Courban during 1918 (33p)
1990 Vol. 21

Spring

21.1.001-012 LETTERS FROM HOME, DUNCAN BELL-IRVING'S LETTERS TO HIS FAMILY
via the late Rt Hon Lord Balfour of Inchyra PC MC – Canadian with 60 Sqn on Moranes and CO 1 TS Gosport (12p)

21.1.013-030 SKIES OVER THE HOLY LAND
Peter F. G. Wright – Service of 14 and 111 Sqs RFC in Palestine with mention of 142 Sqn RFC and 1 Sqn AFC
appendices of 14 Sqn aircraft at Hounslow, Gosport and Middle East, 14 Sqn aircrew, German- Turko units and German aircrew (65p)

21.1.031-035 FEASTING ON A DODO
Stephen T. Lawson – Contrast of external features and various markings of Albatros (Oef) D.III 153.16 with German built examples (10p)

21.1.036-040 RECOLLECTIONS OF A SHORT LIFE OF SERVICE FLYING DURING WWI
James Cross – Training followed by just one day with a service squadron (6p)

21.1.041 MISSING
Jeff Taylor – About J.C. Akester shot down in a Pup and made prisoner 26 Sept 1917 (p)

21.1.042-043 INTERNED
Jeff Taylor – Further to 16.018 sketches on F.H. Pritchard and A.D. Gaye interned 2 June 1915 (2p)

21.1.047 BOOK REVIEW
Jon Guttman – Extensive list of errata in Fokker Dr.I in Action by Heinz J. Nowarra, Squadron Signal

21.1.050 LETTER FROM
Kevin Kelly – Information on Chidlaw Roberts (ref 20.057) and Gunther Pluschow (ref 20.087)

21.1.053-054 OBITUARIES: SIR NORMAN BREARLEY & NORMAN
A. Birks –

21.1.055 LEST WE FORGET

Summer

21.2.057-079 THE WAR DIARY OF A NAVAL AIRMAN 1915-1918, CAPT AUGUSTINE FRANCIS MARLOWE
via Peter Cooksley – Comprehensive diary of squadron life and events in the Aegean 1915-1918, with career summary and text notes (17p map)

21.2.080-097 BREGUET 14
? – Brief history including specification (27p, plan, map)

21.2.103 LETTER FROM
Kevin Kelly – More information on Bernard and Edward Rice (ref 20.169) and M.v Richthofen's inspection of an HP O/100

21.2.105 LETTER FROM
J.D. Thompson – Sources of information on Lewis gun

21.2.106 LETTER FROM
J. Warne – Information on Bell-Irving

Autumn

21.3.113-146 THE ANATOMY OF AN AEROPLANE, THE DE HAVILLAND DH2 PUSHER SCOUT
Barrington J. Gray et al – Move to France and service with 24, 29 and 32 Sqs Feb to June 1916, engine and structural problems, details of pilots, aircraft serials, appendix on ground signals (55p, 2dwg, map)

21.3.147-157 MEMOIRS OF SERVICE WITH THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS 1915 AND 1916 CAPT H.B.R. ROWELL
via Mike Oakley – With 8 and 12 Sqs, personal views on aircraft types, artillery spotting, aerial photography and air combat (p)

21.3.158-160 FLYING DOWN TO PLYMOUTH PHILIP HERBERT
via Kevin Kelly – Return journey accompanied by J.H.W. Becke in record time in a MF Longhorn (4p)

21.3.161-162 3 (RESERVE) SQUADRON, RFC AT SHOREHAM, JANUARY 1917
via Ken Keeling – Photograph requiring identification (p)

21.3.167 LETTER FROM
J. Bruce – Corrections to Breguet 14 (ref 21.080)

Winter

21.4.169-187 THE SOPWITH BAT BOATS
A.E. Tagg – Design background with specifications (36p 5dwg)

21.4.188-197 HIGH VISIBILITY SCHEMES ON FELIXSTOWE AND GREAT YARMOUTH FLYING BOATS
Adrian Vicary – Description of sixteen schemes (14p 16dwgs)

21.4.198-199 DAY OF DAYS – A FRAGMENT, ARTHUR RHYS DAVIDS
via Alex Revell – Action during a dawn patrol (5p)

21.4.200-203 GEOFFREY HILTON BOWMAN DSO, MC, RFC
Alex Revell – Service career with 29, 56 and 41 Sqs RFC (5p)
MAGAZINE 

1991 Vol. 22

Spring
22.1.001-040 THE ANATOMY OF AN AEROPLANE, THE DE HAVILLAND DH2 PUSHER SCOUT, PART 4
Barrington J. Gray et al – RFC in combat during the Battle of the Somme, June-July 1916 includes letters home by Edmund Llewelyn Lewis, training and with 32 Sqn June-Dec 1916 (35p 3 maps)

22.1.041-047 TENENTE GIORGIO PESLI-PARVIS: UNKNOWN ITALIAN ACE
Alberto Casirati – Service with 78a and 91a Squadriglia on Nieuport 11 and SPAD VIIIs, lost postwar in a SM S55 (15p)

22.1.054-056 IRAQ, THE FIRST AIR WAR
Ray Vann and Mike O'Connor – photoalbum (14p)

Summer
22.2.057-076 KEST 1A – A 32 DAY TOUR OF DUTY
Stephen T. Lawson – Organisation of German home defence units, routine orders of Kest 1a from 1st Sept to 2nd Oct 1918, analyses of RA F raids on Ludwigsafen on 7 and 16 Sept and Frankfurt on 25 Sept appendices on aircraft strength, pilot rosters and RA F involvement (23p dwg)

22.2.077-081 ON THE TRAIL OF SERGEANT WILSON
Mike Armstrong – Service career with 99 Sqn on DH9s from June 1918 until killed in accident in August (9p)

22.2.082-083 JUST A PROBATIONER
Steven Harvey – Service career of observer with 99 Sqn on DH9s from August 1918 until transferred to 49 Sqn in December (3p)

22.2.084-090 LT WILLIAM RUSSELL PATEY
Tony West – Photo album of service with 55 Sqn RFC (20p)

22.2.091-105 LT HAROLD V.R. ROBERTS-TAYLOR
Martin Le Page – Photo album of service with 98 Sqn RAF (38p)

Autumn
22.3.113-141 AÉRONAUTIQUE MILITAIRE, PART ONE
Mike Pearce – French aviation pioneers, the formation, mobilisation, equipment and operations up to September 1916, with political intrigue and technical innovations (44p, map)

22.3.142-145 THE HISTORY OF A VOLUNTEER – THE AMERICAN ACE, LUFBERY
Jacques Patin – Translation of article in Je Sai To Tout de 15 June 1918 written before Lufbery’s death in action (4p)

22.3.146-150 SOME EXPERIENCES OF AN EMBRYO FLYER
Kevin Kelly – Article by Flight Lieutenant J.B. Daniell RNAS in the Schweidnitz POW magazine The Barb of October 1918, describing his experiences training in Canada, US and Britain (p, 5 cartoons)

22.3.151-155 SHOT DOWN – THE FIRST DAY OF THE SOMME
Kevin Kelly – Based on the letters home of W.O. Tudor-Hart MC, Northumberland Fusiliers and RFC served with 22 Sqn RFC and taken prisoner July 1918 (2p)

22.3.156-160 WOMEN’S ROYAL AIR FORCE
Peter F.G. Wright – Brief history from formation in April 1918 to disbandment by March 1920 with details of uniforms (19p)

Winter
22.4.169-191 AÉRONAUTIQUE MILITAIRE, PART TWO
Mike Pearce – History from 1917 till after the Armistice, including organisational changes, re-equipment, fates of the aces, appendices on aircraft manufacturers, directors of aviation services, aircraft classifications, orders of battle (33p, 3 maps)

22.4.192-210 THE ANATOMY OF AN AEROPLANE, THE DE HAVILLAND DH2 PUSHER SCOUT, PART 4
Barrington J. Gray et al – Service during August 1916 with 24, 29 and 32 Sqn on with details of opponents (22p)

22.4.211-214 AIRMEN DROWNED
Jeff Taylor – Groundcrew drowned when HMT Aragon and SS Osmanieh were sunk near Alexandria (5p)

22.4.215-217 WARBOUND CAMEL
Kevin Kelly – Sopwith Camel B6416 decorated with War Bond slogans (6p)

1992 Vol. 23

Spring
23.1.001-016 A MONTH WITH 4 SQUADRON AUSTRALIAN FLYING CORPS
Alan Fraser – Formation of Australian squadrons, operations of 4 Sqn AFC as part of 80 Wing July 1918, comments on quality of mechanics, engine and armament overhaul (12p)

23.1.017-033 PUP TO PERONNE – 12 MONTHS WITH 54 SQUADRON FROM CASTLE BROMWICH TO FRANCE AND FLANDERS: CAPT R.M. CHARLEY MC CROIX DE GUERRE
Harry S. Clark – Training in Canada and US before operational service in 1916/17 on Pups (9p)

23.1.034-041 EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARY KEPT BY CORPORAL JOHN TIPLADY, RAF NO 213291, RIGGER AERO NO 8 MESS, 1ST DIVISION, WHITE WATCH HMS FURIOUS
via G. Stuart Leslie – Diary for March-July 1918 also relevant German combat report and photos of deck landing trials (15p)
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23.1.042-045  THE RFC/RAF ENGINE REPAIR SHOPS REVISITED
    Aiden J. Williams – Service of A/M Thomas Boland, aero-engine repair methods and description of repair shops (8p)
23.1.046  AERONAUTIQUE MILITAIRE, REVISITED
    Michael N. Pearce – Omission from 22.126 on bomber groups
23.1.053  LETTER FROM
    Jon Gottman – Corrections to captions on Aéronautique Militaire (ref 22.169)
23.1.055-056  THE FILM MEN WITH WINGS
    Stan Bunce – Stills from the Paramount film (8p)

Summer
23.2.057-064  FOKKER TRIPLANE-OLOGY
    Alex Imrie – The story behind his book (6p)
23.2.065-074  DICTA RICHTHOFEN RITTMIESTER MANFRED FREIHERR VON RICHTHOFEN
    Stephen Lawson – His last testament and views on Geschwader formation and fighting tactics, training, single combat tactics and attacking balloons (18p)
23.2.075-077  MISSION – EAST AFRICA: THE FLIGHT OF ZEPPELIN L59
    Henry S. Villard – Abortive attempt to supply German East Africa (2p map)
23.2.078-087  HANNOVER SERIAL AND WORKS NUMBERS
    Douglas T. Pardee – Own and licence production, wartime and postwar including Dutch and Polish (27p)
23.2.088-099  HALBERSTADT SERIAL AND WORKS NUMBERS
    Douglas T Pardee – Own and licence production, wartime and postwar including Dutch, Swiss, Belgian, Turkish and Polish service (36p)
23.2.100-106  AERO ENGINES
    Graham Mottram – Summary of the development the aero-engine from 1851 to 1918 (10p)
23.2.111  LETTER FROM
    Harry Woodman – More on the Paramount film Men With Wings (4p)
23.2.112  LETTER FROM
    Bill Lamberton and Mike Pearce – Aéronautique Militaire revisited again

Autumn
23.3.113-119  HANDLEY PAGE TRAINEE PILOT, THE EXPERIENCES OF SIR LAURENCE HARTNETT IN THE RNAS AND RAF
    Colin Owens – Primary training then training on HP O/400s at 106 TDS Ternhill (16p)
23.3.120-130  HANDLEY PAGE O/400 – TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
    Colin Owens – Details of construction and specification (19p, dwg)
23.3.131-144  DUNKERQUE DAYS AND NIGHTS
    Peter F.G. Wright – Operations of German and British heavy bombers with extracts from diary of William H. Neve, about 7(N) Sqn RNAS/214 Sqn RAF using HP O/100 and O/400 aircraft against targets in Belgium also appendix on operations of USNAS Northern Bombing Group (25p)
23.3.145-150  FRANK KENDALL, CAMEL PILOT
    J. Desmond Furze – Service with 39, 78 and 151 Sqns (15p)
23.3.151-160  THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS
    Eric Marsden – Summary of formation and organisation, more detail on artillery spotting and aerial photography (9p, 3dwg)
23.3.164  LETTER FROM
    Kevin Kelly – More info on 22.146 and 22.152
23.3.165  LETTER FROM
    Jon Gottman – More on Aéronautique Militaire (ref 22.169)
23.3.165  LETTER FROM
    Peter Kilduff – Corrections to Kest 1a (ref 22.057)
23.3.166  LETTER FROM
    Judge A.O.R. Vick – Information on R. Compston’s views on combat tactics

Winter
23.4.169-178  THE 1912 MANOEUVRES
    Peter F.G. Wright – Monoplanes are banned and aerial reconnaissance proves its worth, details of aircraft, crews and events (19p)
23.4.179-194  CAPTAIN DAVES AND 2 SQUADRON PREPARE FOR WAR
    Marvin L. Skelton – Prowar activities at Montrose and in connection with the Daily Mail 1913 Round Britain Seaplane Race, the Irish Army manoeuvres, sketches of some of the participants (21p)
23.4.195-211  FIRST NAMES IN THE ROLL OF HONOUR
23.4.212-213  THE FIRST TO FIRE: LEONARD E.O. CHARLTON
    Kevin Kelly – Account of an early reconnaissance flight (2p)
23.4.214-216  RULES OF THE AIR AND HINTS ON FLYING INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENTS OF THE CFS DETACHMENT AT RAF NETHERAVON
    Sqn Ldr H.S. Clarke – Rules dated September 1916 (5p)
23.4.220  LETTER FROM
    J. Taylor – Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps
23.4.220  LETTER FROM
    M.L. Skelton – About Geoffrey Bonnell USAS
23.4.222  LETTER FROM
    A. Russo – The film Sky Devils
23.4.222  WILLIAM MAYS FRY OBITUARY
    Alex Revell –
1993  Vol. 24

Spring

24.1.001-011  BIGGLES COMES HOME: CAPTAIN W.E. JOHNS 1893-1968
  Barry Gray – Boyhood, army career, flying training and brief service with 55 Sqn RAF before becoming a POW and
  summary of literary career (22p)

24.1.012-021  THE NOTES OF A NORWEGIAN WARIBRD: TRYGGVE GRAN
  via John Barbot – From notes of Norwegian Military Attache who saw service with RFC in HD Sqs and France (11p)

24.1.022-030  HARRY KING GOODE DSO, DFC, AFC
  John Grech – His combat service with 66 Sqn RFC on the Piave front and postwar RAF career serials of aircraft flown
  and career summaries of colleagues (17p)

24.1.031-043  CO IN THE SIDE SHOWS: THE FLYING CAREER OF MAJOR F.A. BATES MC, DFC, DL IN PALESTINE AND
  SALONIKA
  Ray Vann – Diary describing service with 22 RS Aboukir, 14 Sqn Palestine and briefly 47 Sqn Salonika (18p)

24.1.044  LOG BOOK
  Fergus Read – First compilation giving typical personnel reference sources

24.1.046-048  OBITUARY: HEINZ JOACHIM NOWARRA
  Alex Imrie –

24.1.051-052  LETTER FROM
  Stuart Leslie – RNAS flying boat high-visibility schemes (3p)

24.1.054  LETTER FROM
  Stephen Lawson – Further comment regarding Kesta 1a (ref 22.0057)

Summer

24.2.057-070  EUGÈNE GILBERT: A GREAT FRENCH PILOT
  Mike Pearce – Pioneer aviator from 1910, wartime ace then interned in Switzerland for year until escape June 1916,
  killed test flying May 1918 (20p)

24.2.071-089  TECHNICAL OBSERVER: CAPT GEORGE McKERROW RFC/RAF: EXPERIMENTAL OFFICER –
  ORFORDNESS APRIL 1917-APRIL 1918
  Harry Clarke – Testing of gun and bomb sights at Orfordness and with squadrons in France with aircraft types and
  serials (15p)

24.2.090-095  EARLY DAYS AT EASTCHURCH
  Peter F.G. Wright – History of the RFC (Naval) Wing (13p)

24.2.096-106  ARID HAVEN: THE CHAMPLIN FIGHTER MUSEUM
  Stephen T. Lawson – The museum’s collection of restored and reproduction WW1 aircraft at Falcon Field, near Mesa,
  Arizona, with brief histories (20p)

24.2.107-108  LOGBOOK
  Fergus Read – Official personnel numbering system RFC and RAF 1912- 1918

24.2.108  LEST WE FORGET
  Hal Gilbin – Brief service careers of H.E. Dolan and W.A. Grattan-Bellew (2p)

Autumn

24.3.113-136  ALBERTO BRIGANTI – AN ITALIAN NAVAL AVIATOR’S STORY
  Gregory Alegi – Training at Taranto early 1917, service in the Adriatic till armistice, Fiume late 1918, and afterwards
  until 1953 (41p, 2 maps, 2 dwgs)

24.3.137-157  ITALIAN MARKINGS AND SERIALS IN WORLD WAR ONE – AN INTRODUCTION
  Gregory Alegi – Including airships (49p, 5 dwg (some colour)

24.3.158-159  LOGBOOK
  Fergus Read – Casualty record cards at the RAF Museum

Winter

24.4.169-185  THE VON MISES-AVIATIK G1 BOMBER
  Michael F. Eacock – The life of Von Mises, who became a professor at Harvard, and the fate of the three Aviatik G.Is,
  single Berg G.I and production WKF D.Is designed by him (40p)

24.4.186-194  55 SQUADRON RAF – THE JOHNS CONNECTION
  Michael Armstrong – History of 55 Sqn during W E Johns’ active service, from July 1918 until he became a POW in
  Sept (12p)

24.4.195-198  A LONG DISTANCE RAID
  Extract from Boys Book of Aircraft – by W.E. Johns (4p)

24.4.199-205  A COOK’S TOUR – AN INTERVIEW WITH ERNEST R. PETT, OBSERVER RAF
  Anne E. and William G. Stewart – Basic and observer training followed by recollections of life in Italy and Aegean
  theatres with 226 Sqn, 1918 (10p)

24.4.206-212  A STUDY OF WWI AIR SERVICE CASUALTIES VIA THE WORK OF THE COMMONWEALTH WAR GRAVES
  COMMISSION
  Chris Hobson – The main cemeteries and memorials for RFC/RAF personnel for all WWI war zones tables of air
  casualty numbers (8p)

24.4.213-214  AUSTRIAN MILITARY AVIATION IN 1920
  Gregory Alegi – Italian assessment of Austro-Hungarian aviation facilities, with tables of aircraft availability at the
  three main airfields (p)

24.4.215-216  LOGBOOK
  Fergus Read – Casualty record cards at the RAF Museum etc

24.4.221-222  LETTER FROM
  S. Taylor – Comments on raid by 55 and 11 0 Sqns on Mannheim in which W.E. Johns participated (2p)
1994  Vol. 25

Spring
25.1.001-017 FROM SAIL TO WING – THE CAREER OF AIR CHIEF MARSHAL SIR FREDERICK BOWHILL
   Alan Smith – Career with the Navy and RNAs in North Sea (including Cuxhaven raid), Mesopotamia, Aegean, S
   Russia, Somaliland and post war (31p)
25.1.018-045 BRITISH FLYING TRAINING IN WORLD WAR I
   Ray Sturivant – The expansion of flying training facilities and changes in nomenclature during the war with
   appendices giving changes in siting, aircraft types and typical serials of Reserve and Training Squadrons,
   Training Depot Stations, miscellaneous schools and RFC Officers Schools of Instruction (46p)
25.1.046-047 LOGBOOK
   Fergus Read – More on personnel reference sources

Summer
25.2.005-068 TONDERN, PRELUDE, CLIMAX AND AFTERMATH
   Dick Cronin – Attacks by RNAs shipborne aircraft on airship sheds at Tondern, March 1916 to July 1918 (23p map)
25.2.069-092 JASTA 7 UNDER ‘KOBES’
   Stephen T. Lawson – First instalment of diary of Ltn dR Josef Peter Jacobs from July 1817 to April 1918 , with
   comprehensive explanatory notes on unit strengths, combat claims and losses (19p, map)
25.2.093-095 RFC RENDCOMBE – REBIRTH OF AN AERODROME
   Peter Wright – Restoration of RFC Rendcombe (7p, map)
25.2.096-101 SAD DAYS FOR NO 3
   Peter Wright – Deaths of 2Lt R.L. Lea and Raymond-Barker with 3 Sqn RAF, April 1918 (6p, 3 docs)
25.2.102-107 LOG BOOK
   Fergus Read – Uppingham School Great War Register
25.2.107 LETTER FROM
   James B. Morin – Early Breguet aircraft

Autumn
25.3.113-142 JASTA 7 UNDER ‘KOBES’
   Stephen T. Lawson – Second part of diary of Ltn dR Jacobs from May to September 1918 with more explanatory notes,
   unit roster and combat log (33p, 2 dwgs)
25.3.143-153 FRAGMENTS OF SERVICE LIFE WITH 7 SQUADRON RFC
   Mike Pearce – Photograph albums of 2Lt Nigel James Bengough with 7 Sqn RFC during second half of 1915 (28p)
25.3.154-156 MANFRED VON RICHTHOFEN’S 21ST VICTORY
   Norman Franks – Doubts cast on this claim (4p)
25.3.157-158 A PILOT OF WORLD WAR ONE; SIR AUSTIN BRADFORD HILL DSC FRS
   Peter Cockeley – Article originally published in the British Medical Journal on training and service in the Aegean (4p)
25.3.159-160 LOG BOOK
   Fergus Read – Official personnel numbering system RFC and RAF 1912-1918 continued and update of casualty cards
   database project
25.3.165 LETTER FROM
   James B Morin – Identity of Short S.79 and S.80 (ref C&C Vols 3 & 4)
25.3.165 LETTER FROM
   John Kingsmill – More information on Training Squadron aircraft serials (ref 25.018)

Winter
25.4.169-175 TO FRANCE THE HARD WAY
   Harry S. Clarke – The diary of 2Lt G. McKerrow, transferring with the ground party of 35 Sqn from Narborough to
   Hesdin, 18 Jan to 3 Feb 1917 (see also 24.071) (11p)
25.4.176-194 TEST PILOT AT ORFORDNESS, CAPT R.M. CHARLEY, MC, CROIX DE GUERRE
   Harry S. Clarke – Test flying a variety of aircraft, engines and instrumentation from November 1917, with list of
   aircraft serials (17p)
25.4.195-207 THE CHARGE OF THE ‘YELLOW RAM’
   Stephen T. Lawson – Travels and travels of 130 Aero Sqn from the US to France via Montrose in Scotland,
   appendices on Montrose Air Station and diary of 138 Aero Sqn (23p)
25.4.208-210 CAPTAIN FREDERICK IVES LORD: TEXAS AIR ACE AND SOLDIER OF FORTUNE
   James Hudson – Career with 79 Sqn RAF flying Dolphins (3p)
25.4.211-213 CAPTAIN OLIVER C LEBOUTILLIER
   James Hudson – Career of ace with 9(N) Sqn /209 Sqn RAF (3p)
25.4.214-215 LOG BOOK
   Fergus Read – Abbreviated list of microfilm records in the Gorrell Collection held by US National Archives
25.4.221-224 LEST WE FORGET
   Townsend, B. King, D.P. Cox, J.R.B. Savage and W.J. Potts (11p)

1995 Vol. 26

Spring
26.1.001-009 ITALIAN TERRITORIAL AIR DEFENCE IN WWI
   Giancarlo Garello and Gregory Alegi – Historical summary of the procedures, units and equipment used for the aerial
   defence of Italy during WWI (16p).
26.1.010-015 CAIRO MONTENOTTE AND THE 305TH AIR DEFENCE SECTION
   Giancarlo Garello – Story of the inactivity of a small air detachment defending an industrial town in northern Italy,
   1916-18 (10p).

pg. 21
GIOVANNI CIELO, AN AIR DEFENCE PILOT'S STORY
Giovanni Cielo — The experiences of a farm hand, first as an infantryman and then as a pilot with 105a Squadriglia near Florence and at Cairo Montenotte 1917-18 (11p).

DOMENICO ELLENA & NOVI LIGURE'S 303RD AIR DEFENCE SECTION
Gregory Alegi — Career of a country boy, first with the field artillery and after pilot training at Mirafloire near Turin with 303 Squadriglia at Novi Ligure and 2a Sezione at Poinrella near Vicenza, 1917-18 (32p).

THE AIR BATTLES OF ISTRANA, 26 DECEMBER 1917
Gregory Alegi — A surprise revenge attack by German aircraft on the airfield at Istrana on 26 December 1917 results in an air battle involving both Italian and RFC squadrons (17p, 6d).

LOG-BOOK
Fergus Read — Company Rolls of Honour and updates to 24/2, 25/1 and 3

FABRIC
?? — [25.069 'Jasta 7 under Kobes', corrections and additions][21.221 Grahame White Type XV Boxkite variations][24.206 CWGC registers of air service casualties][25.191 captured DFW C.V, possibly XG13?]

LETTERS HOME.. LT DOUGLAS ALEXANDER HARDY NELLES RNAS
A W Cockerill — Canadian, trained at the Curtiss Flying School at Longbranch, Toronto in 1915 and joined the RNAS first in the UK and then No 5 Wing, Dunkirk, interned in Holland April 1917 (49p)

CAMEL LIGHTERS
Dick Cronin — Design and operation of Camels from lighters, towed by warships of Harwich Force, against Zeppelins, May-August 1918. Also use of towed Curtiss and Felixstowe flying boats mid-1917 (80p, 6d)

WHY ARE THEY HOLDING UP ALL THOSE WHEELS?
Patrick Mahlanan — Accident with wheel-less Camel (3p)

LOG-BOOK
?? — Non-English language publications

FABRIC

GOODBYE TO ALL THAT RED
Alan D. Tooile — Detailed analysis of the fabrics, paints and documents distributed by Rodney Gerrard and purported to have originated from an intelligence officer, Lt Arnold Wilcox, shows them to the counterfeit (15p, 2d)

THOUGHTS ON 'GOOD-BYE TO ALL THAT RED'
Stuart Leslie — Considers that at least the documents discussed above may be genuine.

PERSONAL COMMENTS ON THE RODNEY GERRARD FABRIC COLLECTION
Paul Leaman — Recounts the background to his association with Rodney Gerrard and the fabric samples referred to above.

A SHORT HISTORY OF JAGDSTAFFEL 79B
Richard Duiven — Pilot rosters, airfield locations and combat logs of a unit that began operations on the Western Front in February 1918. (10p)

PRINZ HENRICH FLUG, MAI 1914
Peter Wright — Begins with a report of the flying meeting and participating aircraft and goes on to discuss the Etrich Taube patents and aircraft based on these design concepts (29p, 13d)

MAXIMILLIAN VON MULZER, THE GREEN KNIGHT
Stephen T. Lawson — Son of a doctor, began the war in the light dragoons, transferred to the Bavarian Fleigertruppe in August 1915 and died in a flying accident on 26 September 1916 after 11 victories (13p, d)

LOG-BOOK
?? — Public Record Office - a users guide

FABRIC
?? — [22/4 Career and death of Lt JI Gardiner ][25.113 Data on 'Jasta 7 under Kobes'][25.208 Capt FILord's service in Russia and death ][26.001 More on The Air Battle of Istrana'][26.057 Data and photo captions ][26.076 Data on Camel lighters ]

LT PW ANDERSON, THE BLACK WATCH (ROYAL HIGHLANDERS) RFC & RAF
Patrick W. Anderson — Commissioned in the Black Watch in Sept 1914, joined 18 Sqn RFC as observer in Nov 1917 flying DH4a. Severely wounded June 1918 and died 2.11.21 (9p)

LETTERS FROM A LUCKY AUSTRALIAN, VERNON BURGESS, 9 & 7 SQNS RFC
LT PW ANDERSON, THE BLACK WATCH (ROYAL HIGHLANDERS) RFC & RAF
Trained at the Aviation School, Richmond NSW in 1916, 4TS at Northolt and 64 TS at Narborough, posted to 9 & 7 Sqns at Proven, France July 1917 to March 1918 on RE8s. (18p)

A NEW ATTRIBUTION FOR IMMELMANN'S FOURTH
Trevor Henshaw — Research shows that the crew of BE2c 2003 were Lts HM Goode and WM Crabbie not 2/Lt J Gay and Lt D Leeson. (4p)

IMMELMANN'S NINTH VICTORY
John Grech — Describes the action and the background of the combatants, Palmer, Birdwood and Bayetto (llp)

GERMAN ACES A-Z
Norman Franks — Complete listing of German WWI aces (37p)

FLYING GREETINGS
Tony Mellor-Ellis — Christmas cards from WWI (12p)

LOG-BOOK
Fergus Read — Sources for out of print books

FABRIC
?? — [26.113 authenticity of fabric crosses? ][26.152 Ltn Mulzer claims query, not 9 Sqn ]
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CHRISTMAS GREETING

ASPECTS OF THE ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE

RAF
BRIGADIER DOUGLAS HUGH MOFFIT CARBERY MC, DFC & BAR, ROYAL HORSE ARTILLERY RFC &

REGIMENT RFC & RAF

CAPTAIN GEORGE FREDERICK WILLIAM ZIMMER DFC, LEGION D'HONNEUR , US 7TH CAVALRY

MAJOR HERBERT MUSGRAVE DSO, RE & RFC, THE MAD MAJOR?

35 SQUADRON RFC/RAF

BOMBER ACE, CAPTAIN EUAN DICKSON DSC & BAR, DFC, CROIX DE GUERRE RNAS

Peter Chapman – New Zealander who served mostly on DH4s with 9 Sqn RNAS and 205 Sqn RAF in France from
April 1917 to August 1918 (20p)

35 SQUADRON RFC/RAF

via Don Nente & Mick Davis – Operations, men and aircraft (mainly AW FK8s) in France from Feb 1916 to war's end
with full details of serials (18p)

MAJOR HERBERT MUSGRAVE DSO, RE & RFC, THE MAD MAJOR?

Peter Dye – High-ranking opinions on eccentric officer, ie experiments in wireless telegraphy and armament,
including bomb aiming, at Farnborough and in France, March 1913 to March 1915 (10p)

CAPTAIN GEORGE FREDERICK WILLIAM ZIMMER DFC, LEGION D'HONNEUR , US 7TH CAVALRY

REGIMENT RFC & RAF

Beryl Winter – Life and combat victories of RE5 pilot in 21 Sqn, including that over Ltn MR v Muller, 1918 (8p)

BRIGADIER DOUGLAS HUGH MOFFIT CARBERY MC, DFC & BAR, ROYAL HORSE ARTILLERY RFC &

RAF

Norman Franks – Life and combat experiences of RE5 pilot in 52 Sqn, Jan 1917 to war's end (5p)

ASPECTS OF THE ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE

Peter Wright – Experiences in RNAS service of F/S/Lt HS Boulding, O/S/Lt M Press and Driver Cpl AHE Padfield
(17p)

CHRISTMAS GREETING

Stuart Leslie, Tony Mellor-Ellis, Paul Leaman – RFC, RN and RNAS Christmas cards

LOG-BOOK

?? – Leeds Roll of Honour

LOG-BOOK

?? – Bramcote School Roll

SENSE OF DUTY

Peter Wright

HISTORY, equipment, training, operation and military and naval service of kite balloons (35p,14d)

Three years service with balloons in the Ypres Salient, the memoirs of Bernard Oliver

ed. David Hide – Experiences of a balloon observer, 1915 to the armistice (30p)

‘MAC’ CAPTAIN GD MACHIN DFC

David Hide – cartoons by caricature artist ‘Mac’ who served as a balloon observer (4d)

LOG-BOOK

?? – Royal Flying Corps ... A Guide to Recruiting Officers 1917 (2p)

Spring

27.1.001-012 CAMEL PILOT LT JACK HENRY WEINGARTH, 4 & 5 SQUADRON AFC

Gerald Weingarth – AFC service of Australian pilot trained in Britain, fought in France from March 1918 and died in
a flying accident February 1919 (16p)

27.1.013-020 PRAISE THE CAPTAIN AND DROP THAT AMMUNITION

Alan Rowe – Capt Lawrence J Wackett of 3 Sqn AFC designed a parachute dropping gear to supply troops with
ammunition during their advance on Hamel, July 1918 (9p,2d)

27.1.021-028 UNSERVICEABLE AND TIME EXPIRED

Alan Fraser – Anecdotes about war-worn aircraft (16p)

27.1.029-033 MEMORIES OF 3 SQUADRON AUSTRALIAN FLYING CORPS, AN INTERVIEW WITH HAROLD EDWARDS

Adrian Helwig – Experiences of an air mechanic with 3 Sqn AFC in France 1917-18 (6p)

27.1.034-038 EARLY DAYS AT WORTHY DOWN

Bill Morgan & John Barfoot – Artillery and Infantry Co-operation Training School at Winchester 1917 (11p, d)

27.1.039-040 SURROUNDED BY THE ENEMY

Kevin Kelly – Capt FE Binney forced down behind enemy lines in a BE2c, 25 Sept 1915 (3p)

27.1.041-042 WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE OBSERVER?

Tony Mellor-Ellis – A Sgt Pilot in action with an officer observer, 5 Nov 1917 (1p)

27.1.043-044 RNAS LOWTHORPE: AIRSHIP MOORING OUT SITE

Ces Mowthorpe – Substation of RNAS Howden, 1911-18 (4p)

27.1.045-047 LOG-BOOK

?? – Royal Flying Corps ... A Guide to Recruiting Officers 1917 (2p)

Summer

27.2.057-076 KOBES IN FELDFLIEGER UBEITZUNG 11

Stephen Lawson – War Diary of Josef Carl Peter Jacobs in Feldflieger Abteilung 11 (includes roster), July 1915-
March 1916 (55p)

27.2.077-089 DESTINATION CRASH

Reinhard Zankl – Summary of development of training aircraft and training units of Koeniglich Bayerische
Fleigertruppen and histories (with serials) of a batch of Albatros B.II ordered in 1916 for Bavarian flying schools
(13p)

27.2.090-093 AIRMAN’S CROSS

Barry Newton – Memorial to Capt Loraine and Sgt Wilson killed in accident, 5 July 1912 (6p)

27.2.094-103 SENSE OF DUTY

Peter Wright – Service of Eric Tristram Pruen, as observer and pilot, from April 1916 until invalided out June 1918
(18p)

27.2.104-105 LOG-BOOK

?? – Bramcote School Roll

Autumn

27.3.117-140 HALF A PAIR OF WINGS

David Hide – History, equipment, training, operation and military and naval service of kite balloons (35p,14d)

27.3.141-144 THE KITE BALLOON FLIGHT AT GOSNAY, 2 MAY 1918

David Hide – Official photographer David McLelland records preliminaries for a balloon flight (10p)

27.3.145-162 THREE YEARS SERVICE WITH BALLOONS IN THE YPRES SALIENT, THE MEMOIRS OF BERNARD OLIVER

Peter Wright

Life and combat experiences of R

27.3.163-165 ‘MAC’ CAPTAIN GD MACHIN DFC

David Hide – Cartoons by caricature artist ‘Mac’ who served as a balloon observer (4d)

27.3.166-169 LOG-BOOK

?? – The fitness and temperament required for combat flying

Winter

27.4.177-193 BOMBER ACE, CAPTAIN EUAN DICKSON DSC & BAR, DFC, CROIX DE GUERRE RNAS

Peter Chapman – New Zealander who served mostly on DH4s with 9 Sqn RNAS and 205 Sqn RAF in France from
April 1917 to August 1918 (20p)

27.4.194-202 35 SQUADRON RFC/RAF

via Don Nente & Mick Davis – Operations, men and aircraft (mainly AW FK8s) in France from Feb 1916 to war's end
with full details of serials (18p)

27.4.203-207 MAJOR HERBERT MUSGRAVE DSO, RE & RFC, THE MAD MAJOR?

Peter Dye – High-ranking opinions on eccentric officer, ie experiments in wireless telegraphy and armament,
including bomb aiming, at Farnborough and in France, March 1913 to March 1915 (10p)

27.4.208-211 CAPTAIN GEORGE FREDERICK WILLIAM ZIMMER DFC, LEGION D'HONNEUR , US 7TH CAVALRY

REGIMENT RFC & RAF

Beryl Winter – Life and combat victories of RE5 pilot in 21 Sqn, including that over Ltn MR v Muller, 1918 (8p)

27.4.212-214 BRIGADIER DOUGLAS HUGH MOFFIT CARBERY MC, DFC & BAR, ROYAL HORSE ARTILLERY RFC &

RAF

Norman Franks – Life and combat experiences of RE5 pilot in 52 Sqn, Jan 1917 to war's end (5p)

27.4.215-224 ASPECTS OF THE ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE

Peter Wright – Experiences in RNAS service of F/S/Lt HS Boulding, O/S/Lt M Press and Driver Cpl AHE Padfield
(17p)

27.4.225-227 CHRISTMAS GREETINGS

Stuart Leslie, Tony Mellor-Ellis, Paul Leaman – RFC, RN and RNAS Christmas cards

27.4.228-229 LOG-BOOK

?? – Leeds Roll of Honour
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Spring

28.1.001-009  CAPTAIN MELVIN H. RATTRAY RNNS/RAF, PART 1: PRE-VESSEL SERVICE
   Richard Layman, Marvin Skelton and Peter Wright – Describes Capt Rattray's service from January 1915 in an
   ambulance unit in France and a machine gun squadron in Gallipoli before starting pilot training in October 1916
   (16p).

28.1.010-023  AN ACCOUNT OF 44 SQUADRON AT HAINAULT FARM AERODROME DURING THE GREAT WAR
   John Barfoot – 44 Squadron at Hainault Farm Aerodrome, July 1917 to July 1919 (23p)

28.1.024-027  206 SQUADRON RAF - SOME AUSTRALIAN CONNECTIONS
   Alan Rowe – Experiences of observer LH Rowe in France with 206 Sqn RAF formed from 6 Sqn RNNS in April 1918
   (10p).

28.1.028-039  WORKING UP WITH 48
   Peter Wright – Formation and working up of 48 Sqn equipped with Bristol F.2A 4 Fighters in France in 1917 with
   assorted histories of the aircraft (24p).

28.1.040-046  THE SHORT ACTIVE SERVICE CAREER OF 2/LT CLARENCE VALE SHAKESBY
   Jeffy Hall – Diary of 2/Lt CV Shakesby from when made POW on first operational flight in France, 16 March 1918
   until war's end (7p).

28.1.047-049  THE PAUL SCHMITT, A STOP-GAP DAY BOMBER
   WM Lamberton – Designs of Paul Schmitt culminating with PS No.22 (2p).

28.1.050-051  SYLWESTER GARZSZTKA, GERMANY’S POLISH ACE OF WWI
   Jon Guttmann – Career of SM Garzstzka in German and Polish air forces 1918 (3p).

28.1.052-053  LOG-BOOK
   ?? – Recruiting for the RFC, further information to 27.045, and Uppingham School Register.

Summer

28.2.061-072  CAPTAIN MELVIN H. RATTRAY RNNS/RAF, PART 2 SHIPBOARD SERVICE
   Richard Layman, Marvin Skelton and Peter Wright – Flying aircraft from warships, Sept 1917 to Feb 1919 with lists
   of flights and aircraft flown (24p).

28.2.073-109  NINE SQUADRON RFC/RAF - AN ANALYSIS
   Peter Dye – Detailed analysis of air combats and losses with aircraft serials (BE2s, Bristol Scouts, RE8s, Bristol F2Bs
   and SE5a) (34p, 2 maps, 12 dgrms).

28.2.110-111  LOG-BOOK
   ?? – Max Immelmann tribute dropped by Lts Muller & Long of 3 Sqn.

Autumn

28.3.121-123  MAJOR J VALENTE RFC IN RUSSIA
   Victor Kulikov – RFC aircraft and personnel in training and at the Russian South West Front 1917 (4p).

28.3.124-130  WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE RUSSIAN COASTALS
   Andrei Alexandrov ed Harry Woodman – Russian experience with Vickers ’C’ Class airships from Kingsnorth to the
   Black Sea including operational and performance data (5p).

28.3.131-143  FAIREY’S OVER LAKE ONEGA: AIR OPERATIONS WITH RAF SYREN
   Phil Thomaselli – Operations against the Bolsheviks with Fairey IIICs by Syrenforce near Murmansk 1919 from the
   diary of BG Blampied (19p).

28.3.144-148  THE NIEUPORT 17 IN RUSSIAN SERVICE
   Victor Kulikov ed Harry Woodman – Some details of the Nieuport 17 and organisation of Imperial Russian AF in
   1916 (10p).

28.3.149-158  ALEXANDER ALEXANDROVICH KOSAKOV
   Victor Kulikov – Career till death in 1919 mainly on Nieuport 17s with victories and decorations (13p).

28.3.159-161  THE RAF IN NORTH RUSSIA
   JMB/GSL Collection – A photographic study from the JMB/GSL Collection.

28.3.162-163  LOG-BOOK
   ?? – Service Papers and the PRO.

28.3.167  FABRIC
   identification text].

Winter

28.4.181-199  THE OBSERVER IN THE BRITISH AIR SERVICES 1914-1918, PART 1
   Jeff Jefford – Selection, status, requirements and training of RFC and RNNS observers up to late 1916 (12p).

28.4.200-205  SEVEN WONDERS - 7 SQUADRON RFC/RAF
   Tony Mellor Ellis – Photographs of 7 Sqn aircrew (23p).

28.4.206-209  THE BRIEF LIFE OF 2/LT JOHN FREDERICK LASCCELLES MC, RIFLE BRIGADE AND 4 SQUADRON RFC
   Nigel Wood – Service career of observer killed in July 1915, includes lists of his pilots and aircraft (2p).

28.4.210-217  IN FLANDERS FIELDS AGAIN
   Peter Wright – Tour round the memorials and RFC airfields (32p, many of road signs).

28.4.218-226  DOWNE: A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY OF CAPTURED ALLIED AIRCRAFT
   Reinhard Zankl – British and French (17p).

28.4.227-232  THE VICTORY ROLL OF GODWIN BRUMOWSKI
   Roberto Gentilli – List and summaries of around 32 victories (19p).

28.4.233-234  FLIGHT SIMULATION, TOOL OR TOY, A SURVEY AND CRITIQUE OF WWI FLIGHT ‘SIMS’

28.4.235-237  LOG-BOOK
   ?? – The silver War Badges issued to the RFC.
1998 Vol. 29

Spring
29.1.001-018 THE OBSERVER IN THE BRITISH AIR SERVICES, 1914-1918 PART 2 (OF 4)
  Jeff Jefford – RFC Observers and aerial gunnery training and status 1916-17, RNAS Observers training 1916-18, RFC/RNAS Balloon Observers training (18p)
29.1.019-020 BEINGUNGEN ZUR VERLEIHUNG DES FLUGZEUG- FUHRER UND BEOBACHTERABZEICHENS
  Michael Schmeelke – Conditions for the award of German pilot’s and observer’s badges taken from ‘Guidance for the Observer Officer in an Aeroplane’ – Number 2823 (5p)
29.1.021-024 PAUL SCHMITT, A PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY
  via W M Lamberton – Photos in support of article (ref 28.047) (11p)
29.1.025-030 TO CAPTURE A RAINBOW
  Stephen Lawson – Colourful SPADs of 94 Aero Sqn USAS (29p)
29.1.031-039 THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS LOGISTIC ORGANISATION
  Group Captain Peter Dye – Transportation & depots of the RFC (6dwg)
29.1.040 THE SUPPLY OF PETROL TO THE RFC
  Ray Sanger – Origin, supply and quality of RFC petrol (dwg)
29.1.041-044 MAJOR BASIL BINYON, RNAS & RAF OBE MA CENG FIEE FIEE AFRAES
  Rex Harrison – Worked on radio telegraphy development throughout the war (7p)
29.1.045-052 KIWI IN THE AEGEAN, THE STORY OF FSL MAURICE W BUCKLEY
  Peter Chapman – Action with RNAS based at Mudros from March 1917 (11p)
29.1.053-054 LOG-BOOK
  ?? – Book of Remembrance, Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Ilminster & Roll of American Librarians, and update on 28/2

Summer
29.2.061-078 ‘KOBES’ - THOUGHTS AND DESCRIPTIONS: MAJOR A D JOSEPH JACOBS
  Stephen T Lawson – The diary of Josef Jacobs with technical details and serials of aircraft flown and summaries of flight logs (45p) 5
29.2.079-105 THE OBSERVER IN THE BRITISH AIR SERVICES 1914-18: PART 3 (OF 4)
  Jeff Jefford – RFC and RAF aircrew training 1917-19. Includes the ‘Gosport’ system, training schools in Egypt & Canada, traces bomb training, observer v pilot casualty rates and synopsis of Official antiobserver bias (42p)
29.2.106-109 WIMBLEDON TO FRANCE, THE FLYING CAREER OF CAPTAIN HUGH TOMLINSON MC, 17 RESERVE AEROPLANE AND 57 SQUADRON
  Nigel Wood – In France on FE2ds from December 1916 until killed in action 2 April 1917 (9p)
29.2.110-112 COMBAT IN THE AIR: THE NEAL O’CONNOR COLLECTION AT THE ROYAL AIR FORCE MUSEUM, HENDON
  Andrew Cormack & Simon Moody – Medals & associated documentation (5p)
29.2.113-116 LOG-BOOK
  ?? – Roll of St Edward’s School, Oxford, including Geoffrey de Havilland, Louis Strange and Douglas Bader

Autumn
29.3.121-137 THE OBSERVER IN THE BRITISH AIR SERVICES 1914-18: PART 4 (OF 4)
  Jeff Jefford – Technology & tools used by observers (14p, 6dwg, map)
29.3.138-144 CROSSLEY, A MOVING STORY
  Peter Wright – RFC road transport, mainly the Crossley 20/25 hp RFC Tender (14p)
29.3.145-147 THE PICNIC
  Tony Meller Ellis – Unidentified group of Officers go on an outing in a Crossley Staff Car (7p)
29.3.148-153 THE DE LAMBERT HYDRO GLISSEUR
  M H Goodall – RFC evaluation report on a French light aeroengine-powered shallow-draft boat (7p)
29.3.154-161 THE GREAT GOVERNMENT AERODROME OF NARBOROUGH
  W Seager, R F Sheldrake & D E Turner – History which began August 1915 (9p, map)
29.3.162-166 THOUROUT AND BEYOND – A BOMBING RAID AND ITS EFFECT ON 5 SQUADRON RNAS
  Nigel Wood – Stn Cmdrs selection of aircrew to attack Thourout railway station on 26 Oct 1917 leads to near revolt by F1, traces aircrew involved (6p)
29.3.167-171 FAIRLORD - ILFORDS OTHER AEROVODE
  John Barfoot & W E Morgan – Incidents with 54/207 TDS during airfield’s existence from Feb 1915 to Feb 1919 (6p, map)
29.3.172 LOG-BOOK
  ?? – Research guidance, PRO Kew, Australian Archives and Birmingham Central Library
29.3.174 OBITUARY OF OTTO ROOSEN
  Ted Sacher –

Winter
29.4.181-205 WINGED OBSERVER - 2LT J ADRIAN WELLER, 35 SQN 1918
  Peter A Holloway – Life and service career of Lt Weller with 35 Sqn in France from early 1917 in FK8s including sketches of Capt R StD Dix & Capt L Kiggell (36p)
29.4.206-225 35 SQUADRON RFC & RAF AIRCRAFT SERIALS, PERSONNEL ROSTER & CASUALTIES
  Mike O’Connor & Trevor Henshaw – All the details for 35 Sqn (34p)
29.4.226- SPIES FROM THE SKIES
  John Maclaren – Dropping of agents behind enemy lines
29.4.229-230 ARMISTICE - WILLIAM MCGILL
  Kevin Kelly – Last hostilities for 23 Sqn on Armistice Day (4p)
29.4.231-232 INTERRED IN HOLLAND - BE2C 1754
  Johann Visser – Crewed by FE Fryer & GH Eastwood of 16 Sqn RFC, also BE2cs 1675 and 1677 (5p)
29.4.233-234 LOG-BOOK
  ?? – Airfield and medal research, British orders, decorations and medals to airmen
1999 Vol. 30

Spring
30.1.001-015 CONFESSIONS OF A BIRD-MAN, PART 1, CAPT HENRY EDWARD VAN GOETHEM, RFC
via Barry Gray – Memoires from March to July 1915 training at Brooklands and Netheravon on MFs and Avros with 10 and 12 Sqns (15p)

30.1.016-047 THE ‘ELPHANTS OF TWENTY SEVEN’
Paul Leaman – Brief history of 27 Sqn and details of the sqn’s Martinsyde Elephants, their markings, victims and pilots. Details of the Mk II periscope bomb sight (47p, 1/48 plans)

30.1.048-051 LAST DAYS IN THE LIFE OF...
Tony Mellor-Ellis – Immelman’s fourth victory over 2/Lts Gay and Leeson, Oct 1915, plus list of all his victories (10p)

30.1.052-053 LOG-BOOK
?? – British Gallantry medals awarded to airmen of the British Commonwealth Forces (cont)

Summer
30.2.061-079 CONFESSIONS OF A BIRD-MAN, PART 2, CAPT HENRY EDWARD VAN GOETHEM, RFC
via Barry Gray – Experiences in France from July 1915 to March 1916 with 10 Sqn RFC on BE2cs (15p, map)

30.2.080-090 THE COLOURS OF THE HALBERSTADT-BUILT DFW C.V
Dan-San Abbott – Manufacturers, construction and markings (14p, 1/72 plan, 2d, sv)

30.2.091-115 6 BRIGADE RAF AND ITS PREDECESSORS - SOME FURTHER ASPECTS
Mick Davies – Organisation of the air defence of UK from January 1917, including training, operations, aerodromes and landing grounds, recognition signals, Sopwith Camel ‘Comic’ conversion and BE12b. Detailed appendices on HD units, bases and equipment, personnel establishment at 8 June 18 and summary of training tests (27p, 3 maps)

30.2.116-117 LOG-BOOK
Fergus Read – Research records including RAF Museum casualty cards, Franco- British RAC certificates (3p)

Autumn
30.3.121-140 CONFESSIONS OF A BIRD-MAN, PART 3, CAPT HENRY EDWARD VAN GOETHEM, RFC
via Barry Gray – Events of early 1916 described until hospitalised by a flying accident (19p)

30.3.141-144 THE DRAGONFLY DISASTER, 1917-1921
Alan Rowe – Air Ministry decision to standardise on the ABC Dragonfly engine with table of aircraft designed to use it.

30.3.145-150 THE BALKAN ADVENTURE
Andrezj Zaraba – German airship operations against Italian and Rumanian targets from Bulgaria (13p)

30.3.151-155 TRAINING AT NO.8 TDS
Tony West – Extracts from log book of 2/Lt Stewart Bradley whilst training with list of aircraft serials and instructors (19p)

30.3.156-160 CAPT LEONARD HAMILTON STOWELL, 17 & 47 SQN
Julian Mitchell – Summary of service in Macedonia and Egypt (9p)

30.3.161-164 THE EXTREMELY RARE RAF GALLANTRY DECORATIONS
Jeff Taylor – Five recipients of the DCM (7p)

30.3.165-168 CAPT FRANCIS WARRINGTON GILLET, ONE OF AMERICA’S TOP ACES
James Hudson – 20 victories in 8 months (3p)

30.3.169-171 A TRIP TO PARADISE (OR AT LEAST TO PARIS)
Mike Pearce – Visit by C&C to Musée d l’Air (4p)

30.3.172 THE OEFFAG 50.14 FIGHTER prototype
Rudolf Hofling – Brief description (2p)

30.3.173-174 LOG-BOOK
?? – Research into medals, the internet and American entries in RAC Certificate lists

Winter
30.4.181-195 45 SQUADRON, THE EARLY DAYS
Jeff Jefford – Emphasis on crew training and status of observers, lists of Officers and aircrew serving with sqn before and during move to France (18p)

30.4.196-203 THE WAR AT NIGHT - BOMBING WITH THE RAF FE2 IN 1918
Trevor Henshaw – Suitability of the FE2b, crew preparation, navigation, bombing techniques, take off and landing, dummy (decoy) aerodromes, enemy defences including balloons, reasons for casualties (10p)

30.4.204-209 THE FIRST AIR WAR - THE CASUALTY RECORD
Chris Hobson – Graphs of airmen killed on the Western Front in comparison with soldiers, in training in the UK numerically and by aircraft type, and percentages killed in various theatres. Discussion of impact of poor training. (1p, 5 graphs)

30.4.210-219 IT’S GOOD TO TALK
Peter Wright – Early work on wireless telegraphy and contribution of Col DS Lewis. (15p)

30.4.220-221 BERTRAM DICKSON - PIONEER OF MILITARY FLIGHT WHO NEVER FleW In WAr
Bill Jacobs – Influence on military use of aircraft in 1910 (4p)

30.4.222-229 PFALZ D.XII - A WORKHORSE IN FOREIGN FIELDS
Stephen T Lawson – Histories of two machines preserved in the USA including film work (17p)

30.4.230-231 LOG-BOOK
?? – French Medals, RAC certificates and Rolls of Honour
2000 Vol. 31

Spring
31.1.001-026 FROM THE SEAPLANE DEFENCE FLIGHT TO 213 SQUADRON RAF
via Don Neate – Operations from June 1917 to war end with pilot roster and Camel serials, extract from The Hornet
Strikes by Frank Leeson with added photographs (44p)
31.1.027-028 HENRY KENDALL, FLYING SEASON
Peter Cookley – Career of actorflyer at Calshot and Houton Bay on Curtiss H.12 and H.16s in 1918 (2p)
31.1.029-030 LIEUTENANT WILLIAM CARPENTER LAMBERT
James J Hudson – American ace with 24 Sqn RFC on SE5as from March 1918 onwards (3p)
31.1.035-037 OBSERVERS OBSERVED
Tony Mellor-Ellis – Observers’ Brevet described (7p, drwg)
31.1.038-046 THE MEDAL COLLECTOR AND SELECTED MEDALLIC ITEMS OF WORLD WAR I
Jeff Taylor – Study of medals, decorations and awards. Details references, Societies, collectors and nomenclature (11p)
31.1.047-048 LIEUTENANT MARCEL LACHMANN
Johan Visser – 1914-18 career in brief diary form with Esc REP15, MS15, N17, C4 in France and 581 in Russia (2p)
31.1.049-051 LIEUTENANT LOUIS BENNETT
James J Hudson – American ace with 40 Sqn RFC July 1918 onwards (2p)
31.1.054 A TRIBUTE TO CAPTAIN ALBERT BALL VC
Mike Pearce –
31.1.055-056 LOG-BOOK
?? – RAeC Certificates continued and English Copyright Law
31.1.058-060 70 SQUADRON 1917-1919
via Mike Davis – Album (13p)

Summer
31.2.061-087 WHATSOEVER YOU MAY DO, DO, 28 SQUADRON RFC & RAF
Don Neate – History from October 1917 to War end on Camels including squadron roster and individual Camel histories. (47p)
31.2.088-093 ARTHUR DARBY AND THE AIR WAR IN SALOKINA 1916-1918
Dr Peter Handford – Selection from a photographic collection (19p)
31.2.094-101 ROYAL PRUSSIAN JAGDSTAFFEL NR 30,0
via Stephen T Lawson – Roster & combat log, formed December 1916 (19p)
31.2.102-110 ROYAL PRUSSIAN JAGDSTAFFEL NR 14
via Stephen T Lawson – Roster & combat log, formed October 1916 (23p)
31.2.111-112 LOG-BOOK
?? – First World War Archives at the RAF Museum, German military records

Autumn
31.3.121-147 FLYING TRAINING AT DÆDALUS IN WWI
Air Commodore Peter Dye – History of Cranwell from 1916 to 1919 including photographs of the airfield, casualty lists and aircraft/airship serials and service (54p, 3 maps, 4 drgms)
31.3.148-150 LITTLE RED DEVIL
Andrew Kemp – Major WG Barker’s mascot (8p)
31.3.151-159 AIR POWER IN WORLD WAR ONE
Robert Higham – The resources and aptitude of the protagonists to make war, organisation, strategy and tactics, airframe and engine production, aircrew training and losses (7p, bibliography)
31.3.160-163 THE ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE
Graham Mottram – Origins of the RNAS and the aircraft carrier (6p)
31.3.164-166 CAPTAIN ALVIN ANDREW CALLENDER
James J Hudson – American with 32 Sqn on SE5s May October 1918, killed after ten victories (2p)
31.3.167-168 SERGEANT THOMAS WRAY COCKERILL
John Grech – Mechanic with 66 Sqn RFC (4p)
31.3.169-170 LOG-BOOK
?? – RAFM WWI Archives, Sanke postcards on the internet: National Archives of Canada

Winter
31.4.181-205 ERIC FOX PITT LUBBOCK 1898-1917
Jeff Jefford – Starting in the ASC, joined RFC Aug 1915 as observer then pilot with 45 Sqn, KIA March 1917 (42p)
31.4.206-222 LARKHILL: THE ARMY AND THE AIR
Peter Wright – Larkhill 1909-1914 and the start of Army flying (37p, map)
31.4.223-227 THE MANICA AND THE FOUNDATION OF THE BRITISH KITE BALLOON SERVICE
Martin Keider – Use of kite balloons by the RN, in KBS and warships, particularly in the Aegean, Dardenelles and Mediterranean (5p)
31.4.228-230 CAPTAIN PAUL T AND AUGUST T IACCACI, THE BRISTOL FIGHTER PILOTS FROM NEW YORK
James J Hudson – Ace brothers with 20 Sqn from May 1918 (p)
31.4.231-233 CAPTAIN OREN J ROSE - MISSOURI’S AIR ACE OF WORLD WAR ONE
James J Hudson – Top American ace with 92 Sqn on SE5as from July 1918 (3p)
31.4.234-235 LOG-BOOK
?? – RAF Museum WWI archives, internet & 66 Sqn magazine
2001 Vol. 32

Spring

32.1.003-020 'OVER ALL THINGS EVERYWHERE', PART 1
Mike O'Connor – History of 82 Squadron RFC/RAF from formation in Jan 1917 until July 1917, includes sqn roster (51p)

32.1.002-032 THE RAWRETH WWI MEMORIALS
Trevor Williams – Memorials to Capt HC Stroud & Capt AB Kynoch (9p)

32.1.021-027 AERIAL PHOTO CODING, PART 1
Peter Wright – Methods of RFC and AFC in France (6p, 5 map)

32.1.033-037 ON DUCKS & DICE
Jack Eder & Jon Guttmann – Interview with Randolph C Harrison, observer with Esc AR.258 and 90 Aero Sqn from Jan 1918 (11p)

32.1.038-045 'THE BISHOP AFFAIR'
William Mays Fry, MC via Alex Revell – Manuscript by WM Fry suggesting that the victory claims by WA Bishop and particularly the incident by which he was awarded the VC are fictitious (7p)

32.1.046-053 SANCTUARY – THE LAFAYETTE FOUNDATION
Stephen Lawson – Description of the exhibits of the Foundation (25p)

32.1.054-057 DIRECTORATE OF KITE BALLOONS
Peter C Ford – Signatories of an Armistice commemorative card (2p)

32.1.059-060 RECCE BY
John Grech – [Internet][RAFM Archive collection][RAeC certificates listing]

Summer

32.2.067-081 'OVER ALL THINGS EVERYWHERE', PART 2
Mike O'Connor – History of 82 Squadron RFC/RAF from Aug 1917 to demobilisation in March 1919, includes lists of airfields, awards, aircraft flown with serials (27p)

32.2.082-087 WINGLESS SAILOR: SIDNEY HESSE
Peter Chapman – Account by an AM2 of his time at the RN Experimental Station at Stratford and on the Zeebrugge raid (12p, map)

32.2.088-093 GERMAN AIRCRAFT PROPELLERS
Michael Schoppmann – German & French propellers, generator propellers & logo transfers (24p)

32.2.094-100 THE DIARY OF 2/LT WM BUTLER, 8 SQUADRON, MARCH-APRIL 1918
Humphrey Wynn – Pilot of FKSs (4p)

32.2.101-106 THE VICTORY ROLL OF JULIUS ARIGI
Roberto Gentilli – List of victories with explanatory notes (9p)

32.2.107-109 AERIAL PHOTO CODING, PART 2
Peter Wright – Methods of the Home Establishment (4p, map)

32.2.110-115 A BATTLE OF THE GIANTS, 4 JUNE 1917
Mike Pearce – Dogfight between 1(N), 1, 1, 46 & 56 Sqns and Jastas 18 & 28 (22p)

32.2.116-117 FABRIC

32.2.118-119 RECCE BY
John Grech – [RAFM Archive collection][RAeC certificates listing continued]

Autumn

32.3.131-140 COLOURS OF THE DEUTSCHE FLUGZEUG WERKE-BUILT DFW C.V, PART 2
Dan-San Abbott – Further 30.080 on DFW-built C.Vs, variations of equipment and markings of five DFW-built batches (17p, 1/72 plan)

32.3.141-151 I WANTED TO BE A PILOT
Peter Wright – Account by an AM2 of his time at the RN Experimental Station at Stratford and on the Zeebrugge raid (12p, map)

32.3.152-157 AERIAL PHOTO CODING, PART 3
Peter Wright – German methods (4p, 5 map, 2 diagm)

32.3.158-163 CAPTAIN INC CLARKE, DFC
Alan Rowe – An Australian bomber pilot with 5 & 6 Sqns RNAS and 206 Sqn RAF From March 1916 to the Armistice and postwar service in Australia (6p)

32.3.164-174 SIDDELEY-DEASY ENGINES & AEROPLANES 1915-1918
Nick Fordor – Development of the Puma and Jaguar engines and the RT1, SR2 (Siskin) and Sinai aircraft

32.3.175-176 CFW VON KALCKREUTH
Pys Svenson – The very short aviation career of a German aristocrat (2p)

32.3.177-179 ALL AT SEA
David Hyde – The use of Kite Balloons by the RN (5p, plan)

32.3.180-183 FABRIC

32.3.184-185 RECCE BY
?? – [RAFM Archive collections][ other research sources][ RAeC certificates list continued]

Winter

32.4.195-214 FRANZ IM FEUER (FRANZ UNDER FIRE), INTRODUCTION AND TRANSLATION BY O'BRIEN BROWNE
by Arthur Pfleger – Book by a German artillery observer on his training and combat service 1916-1918 (23p)

32.4.215-231 THE RNAS AIRSHIP SERVICE & AIR CONSTRUCTION CORP, PART 1
Peter Wright – Summary of RNAs policy on airships and review of construction of RNAs airship stations. (37p, 5 maps)
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Spring
33.1.001-018  DIARIES OF CAPT ORLANDO LENNOX BEATER DFC, 14 NOVEMBER 1917 TO 3 JULY 1918, PART 1
   Don Neate – On DH4s with 55 Sqn at Tantonville (15p, 2map)

33.1.019-021  ESCADRILLE JEANNE D'ARC, SPA 124
   Frank W Bailey – Formed from the American Escadrille Lafayette on 18 February 1918, personnel and victories (2p)

33.1.022-041  THE RNAS AIRSHIP SERVICE AND THE AIR CONSTRUCTION CORP, PART 2
   Peter Wright – Summaries of histories of sixteen NAS locations and airships in BEF service, with references (39p 13 maps)

33.1.042-043  CAPTAIN BH RADFORD, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS BASIL HALLAM
   Peter C Ford – Career of 2Lt Edward Billy Lee (ref 33.122)

33.1.044-052  A MISSION TO THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS
   J Sterling Halstead – Experiences of an American cadet with flying training in Canada (19p)

33.1.053-054  RECEE BY
   John Grech – RAeS certificates

33.1.062  LETTER FROM
   Johan Visser DFW C.V

Summer
33.2.067-068  ED O'BRIEN BROWNE
   Rudolf Stark – Brief resumé of Stark's career followed by account of fatal collision between Lt HG Geigl and Lt JG Kennedy (p)

33.2.069-079  DIARIES OF CAPT ORLANDO LENNOX BEATER DFC, 14 NOVEMBER 1917 TO 3 JULY 1918, PART 2
   Don Neate – The diary continued with list of operations (14p)

33.2.081-103  THE RNAS AIRSHIP SERVICE AND THE AIR CONSTRUCTION CORP, PART 3
   Peter Wright – Four more airship stations in Britain, also Germany, Montreal, Ismailia and Karachi – design data and drawings of airship shed construction, hydrogen gas production, casualties, data on British rigid airships and airships on strength at each station, with references (16p, 4 maps, many drwgs)

33.2.104-110  'MOTH' EATON: FROM TRENCH TO SKY
   Mitch Williamson – Training and action with 206 Sqn before becoming PoW and postwar service in India and Australia (16p)

33.2.111-113  WHAT GOES UP – EXPERIMENTS WITH THE OBSERVATION BALLOON
   Kenneth G Slocombe, AR AeS – Landing free balloons (p, 4 drwg)

33.2.114-116  THE MAPPLEBECKS – GILBERT AND TOM
   Ralph Barker – Brief service of brothers before KIA and PoW respectively, includes photo of PoWs at Clausthal winter 1916 with dates of capture (4p)

33.2.117  A BIT YOUNG, AIR MECHANIC WILLIAM SMITH
   Peter Chapman – Interview of centenarian who joined the RFC at the age of sixteen (2p)

33.2.121  OBITUARY: NEAL WILLIAM O'CONNOR
   ? –

33.2.125-126  RECEE BY
   John Grech – Records of the National Union of Teachers

Autumn
33.3.139  JM BRUCE, AN APPRECIATION
   Paul Leaman –

33.3.140  ST OMER APPEAL UPDATE
   Peter Dye – Report on progress with the British Air Services memorial at St Omer due to be opened in 2004 (4p)

33.3.141-159  THE WAR AGAINST THE U-BOAT
   David Hide – Mainly from a naval perspective, the strategy, tactics and the means to fight the U-boat menace (23p)

33.3.160-161  CONRAD PHILIP BRISTOW
   Bill Vandersteen – Training and operational service from Nov 1917 with the RNAS in home waters (3p)

33.3.162-169  SOPWITH BABY
   drawings by John Box & Mick Davis – Brief history and detailed plans and cutaway (8p)

33.3.170-185  THE FERGUSON PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM, PART I
   Album of JSA Ferguson – a RNAS pilot at Cranwell, Killingholme, Calshot and Leeon- Solent (50p 2 drwgs)

33.3.186-187  LETTER FROM
   Stewart Taylor – Career of 2Lt Edward Billy Lee (ref 33.122)
33.3.187-188 LETTER FROM Stewart Taylor – Identities of officers in photo (ref 33.166)
33.3.189 LETTER FROM Brian Turpin – Comments on RNAS Airship Service and the Air Construction Corps (ref 32/4, 33/1, 33/2)
33.3.189 LETTER FROM Peter Chapman – Obituary of Bill Smith
33.3.190-192 LETTER FROM Stewart Taylor – Ronald ‘Ronnie’ Graham and 219 Sqn

Winter
33.4.203-208 SOME ASPECTS OF THE AIRCREW EXPERIENCE DURING THE GREAT WAR, PART 1
Peter Daybell – Motivation, selection and training in the RFC and the pattern of everyday life on the Western Front (7p)
33.4.209-220 CAPT AF MARLOWE, RNAS, PART 2 – A PHOTO MONTAGE
Bob Lynes and Stuart Leslie – Further to ‘The War Diary of a Naval Airman 1915-1918’ by Peter Cocksey, includes weekly operations reports and extracts from his log book including aircraft flown with serials (26p)
33.4.221-229 LAST OF THE GREAT WAR, CANADIAN FIGHTER ACES: LT GERALD A BIRKS, MC
Wayne Ralph – Lt Gerald Birks, Major William Barker VC and others of 66 Sqn RFC on the Italian Front in 1918 (11p)
33.4.230-231 THE INTERVIEW
Wayne Ralph – Interview with Gerald Birks just before he died aged 96 (3p)
33.4.232-237 HOW TO BECOME AN AVIATOR BY ONE WHO KNOWS
via Nick Forder – Humorous account (3p)
33.4.238-249 THE FERGUSON PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM, PART 2
Peter Reynolds – Modes of artillery spotting and wireless communications from aircraft (13p)
33.4.250-257 WIRELESS AND CORPS AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR ONE
Peter Wright – More on the RNAS Airship Service
33.4.260 LETTER FROM Malcolm Burgess – More on AVM Ronald Graham (ref 33.190)
33.4.260 LETTER FROM Peter Wright – More on the RNAS Airship Service
33.4.260 LETTER FROM Stewart Taylor – More on 54 Sqn and A Lee (ref 33.120)
33.4.262 OBITUARY: DR JAMES J PARKS
Paul Leaman –
33.4.262 OBITUARY: SIDNEY HESSE
Peter Chapman –
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Spring
34.1.003-008 THE AIRCREW EXPERIENCE DURING THE GREAT WAR, PART 2
Peter Daybell – Leadership, discipline & morale in the RFC (7p)
34.1.009-027 SONS OF THE AIR, CLAUDE, VERE, EGERTON AND AYLMER BETTINGTON
Peter Wright – Four South African-born brothers in RFC/RNAS service (66p)
34.1.028-029 LT FF MAGOUN JR
James J Hudson – American with 1 Sqn RFC from Nov 1917 with 6 victories (p)
34.1.030-031 LT JF SWEDE LARSON
James J Hudson – American with 84 Sqn RFC from Nov 1917 with 9 victories (p)
34.1.032 NOTES ON UDET’S FOKKER D.VII
Dave Roberts – Discussion of identity of Udet’s Fokker D.VII Fasta 4, summer 1918 (p, colour five view)
34.1.037-044 SOPWITH BABYS IN NORWAY
Øyvind Ellingsen – Brief history (19p, colour profiles)
34.1.045-054 CRYSTAL PALACE NOTEBOOK
AWJ Bould – Notebook of 1AM carpenter/joiner at the Recruit Induction & Training Centre (p, 20 diagrams)
34.1.055-056 CHARLES WATSON
John Barfoot & Ken Feline – Interview with aerial gunner in his 103rd year (4p)
34.1.057-059 RECE BY
John Grech – RAFM archives & RAeS certificates (4p)
34.1.060 LETTER FROM Stuart Leslie – Corrections to ‘The First Naval Air War’
34.1.060-062 LETTER FROM Stewart Taylor – Details of 2Lt John MacHaffie & FSL‘Sammy’ Taylor (2p)
34.1.065 A SHORT STORY
Aylmer Bettington album – Rescue of ditched Short S.41No 10 (6p)

Summer
34.2.071-078 BIFFY BORTON’S BOMBER
Peter Dye – Cranwell to Heliopolis flight by A.E. Borton in HP O/400 C9681 July/Aug 1918 and subsequent use in bombing missions in Palestine and other adventures (6p, 5 maps)
34.2.079-092 TRAINING IN THE GERMAN AIR FORCE 1914-1918, PART 1
Dr. Hannes Täger – Joining & medical of intake, routines, flying training, accidents & aircraft types (40p)
34.2.093-096 JACK’S WAR
Desmond Furze – Training & service of Stanley Jack Furze with 5(N)/205 Sqn (8p)
34.2.097-100 ANDRÉ DE BAILLIENCOURT
William Wylam – Breguet company test pilot mainly on Type 14 (7p, 12 colour profiles)
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34.2.105-118 LAWRENCE’S AIR FORCE
Peter Wright with Roger Bragger – ‘C’ Flt 14 Sqn in Palestine supporting the Arab revolt (30p 3 maps)

34.2.123-124 REcce by
John Grech – MOD & RAF Museum archives and RAeC certificates

34.2.125-126 ITALIAN ARCHIVES BY
Gregory Alegi – National, Military, Air Force, Army & Navy archives

34.2.129 A SHORT FINALE
Stuart Leslie – Aircraft and personnel 2 Wing RNAS, Imbros (6p)

34.2.130-151 TRAINING IN THE GERMAN AIR FORCE 1914-1918, PART 2
Dr. Hannes Täger – Syllabi for pilot, observer and gunner training squadron training and the problems at the War end later aircraft types, bibliography (26p)

Autumn

34.3.152-164 DUST ON THE HORIZON, THE AIR WAR IN GERMAN SOUTH WEST AFRICA, 1914-1915, PART 1
Peter Chapman – Development of aviation in South Africa and German SWA pre-war the air war 8 Aug 1914 to March 1915 formation of the South African Air Corps (22p, map)

34.3.165-169 SMITH IV – A PRESERVED SPAD XIII: PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY SHOWING COCKPIT DETAILS
Stephen T. Lawson & Alan Tootle – Brief service history (10p incl colour)

34.3.173-182 LIONEL & MOSLEY WOODHOUSE, BROTHERS IN THE RFC AND RNAS
John Barfoot & Ken Feline – Service of two brothers both KIA (14p)

34.3.183-188 AMBITION AND GLORY, LETTERS & DOCUMENTS RELATING TO KURT, WÜSTHOFF
O’Brien Browne – Service with 27 victories and experience as PoW (6p)

34.3.189 102 AND STILL GOING STRONG, FREDERICK H BURCH RFC
John Burch – Attained rank of Cpl at 27 Wing RFC Aircraft Repair Section 1917/19 (3p)

34.3.190 RICHBOROUGH – MYSTERY PORT
Peter Wright – RE barge port, RAF Salvage Depot (5 Port Detachment) and shipyard from 1916 (7p, map)

34.3.192 LETTER FROM
Peter Cookeley – French escadrille Egyptian style markings

34.3.193 LETTER FROM
Stuart Tucker – Cpl Gordon Tucker’s experience with HP O/400s (p)

34.3.194-195 REcce by
John Grech – National Army Museum & RAF Museum archives

Winter

34.4.207-216 DUST ON THE HORIZON, THE AIR WAR IN GERMAN SOUTH WEST AFRICA 1914-1915, PART 2
Peter Chapman – From March 1915 till the German capitulation in July and the subsequent careers of the combatants (19p)

34.4.217-237 CLIVE MAITLAND WATERLOW
Ray Sanger – Service career of expert in airship technology and his tragic death 20 July 1917 (51p)

34.4.241-247 THE TRIPLANE’S RUDDER
Paul Leaman – Discussion & detailed drawings of Fokker Dr.I 583/17 rudder (18p 3 dwgs)

34.4.248 THE PRISONER OF GÜTERSLOH, 2LT SP BRIGGS
Peter Cookeley – Notes from interview PoW following forced landing of BE12 on bombing raid (p)

34.4.249-263 ‘STONEY’, RICHARD STONE PHOTO ALBUMS, INTRODUCTION BY
Paul Leaman – Young Officer with 201 and 203 Sqs from 3 Apr 1918 till KIA 9 Aug (59p)

34.4.264 LETTER FROM
GREGOIRE BOYER & BARBARA HUSTON – French escadrille Egyptian style markings

34.4.266 REcce by
John Grech – Australian websites, RAFM archives, RAeS certificates (5p)

2004 Vol. 35

Spring

35.1.003-012 THE LAST BATTLE OF THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS
Peter Daybell – Role of the RFC during the final German, ground offensive of the War (8p map)

35.1.013-021 PRACTICAL TRAINING OF KITE BALLOON OBSERVERS
Peter C Ford – British units establishments and, techniques (7p, d)

35.1.022-032 ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY ENGINES
Paul R. Hare – Development of RAF1/4 engines and, summary of experimental RAF5/27/UT, engines (11p, 6d)

35.1.034-038 ‘KIRCHNERS’, PAUL LEAMAN, LOOKS AT SOME DECORATIVE WALL ART
Paul Leaman – Raphael Kirchner’s and other artists’ pinup, postcards and pictures (4p 12 cards)

35.1.037-053 MEMOIRS OF A RUSSIAN, AVIATOR: THE RECOLLECTIONS OF G.L. SEREMETEVSKY, PART 1, EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY
Margaret Trave – Learning to fly, and the outbreak of war, July 1909-November 1914. (19 illus, 1 map)

35.1.039-043 FLT LT HERBERT GEORGE, COOK DSM
Ces Mowthorpe – Service with airships 1913 to 1930 mainly, at RNAS Pulham (8p)

35.1.044-047 AN ILFORD AIRMAN, – HERBERT MUSGROVE BECK
John, Barfoot – Brief account of service with 3 Sqn from, Sept 1917 to his death in an accident on, 22 Jan 1918 (7p)

35.1.048-052 KITE BALLOONS, CONSTRUCTION REPAIRS
Airsports Ltd – Reprint of handbook for service personnel, by Airships Ltd of Feb 1916 including, glossary (p 4d)

35.1.053 SHELLCASE ART
?? – Memorabilia made from shellcases (8p)

35.1.054-055 LETTER FROM
Eric Harlin – Recognition features of the Avro 504G, (4p d)

Summer

35.2.071-088 THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS & ROYAL AIR FORCE AT ST-OMER
Peter, Dyo – History of RFC & RAF at St-Omer, including RFC HQ 1 AD 1 ASD and, squadrons operating from there (29p 2, maps)
35.2.089-094  CAPT JOHN AIDAN LIDDELL, ST-OMER VC
   Peter Daybell – Army career flying at Brooklands and brief, RFC service with 7 Sqn and account of the, action for his posthumous VC (6p)

35.2.095-102  MAJOR HERBERT MUSGRAVE DS O RE & RFC
   Peter Dye – Career in the RFC particularly work with, wireless in 9 Sqn and the Army incl death, in the trenches on 2 June 1918 (10p)

35.2.103-105  AIRCRAFT AT 1 AD
   – Including centre spread (5p)

35.2.106-120  NO.9 (WIRELESS) SQUADRON 1914-1915
   Peter Dye – History of development of airborne, wireless in the RFC and the 100 days, existence of 9(W) Sqn detailed tables of, personnel and aircraft (14p)

35.2.121-125  MAJOR MANNOCK AND THE LAVENTIE MYTH
   Chris Page – Discusses the evidence for Mannock’s, burial site – still unknown (8p map)

Autumn
35.3.143-155  THE CAPRONI IN FRENCH SERVICE AND A HISTORY OF THE REFORMED GROUPE DE BOMBARDMENT
   Thomas Nilsson – Attacks on the communications of the iron, ore producing region of Briey by French, and Italian built Capronis of principally, Esc CAP 115 and Esc CAP 150 during, April 1917 to Nov 1918 (10p 2d 2 maps)

35.3.156-168  AT WAR WITH FLUFFY – 2LT, ES MEEK
   Stewart K Taylor – Service of this Canadian pilot on, Nieuports with 29 Sqn in France from, May 1917 (14p)

35.3.169-195  KILLINGHOLME DIARY: US, NAVAL AIR STATION KILLINGHOLME UK PART 1
   Colin A Owens – Brief background to RNAS Killingholme, followed by career of Kenneth Whiting, first American Commander, and daily, flight log of Ensign R.L. Atwood of the, US Navy from 9 Feb to 12 Sept 1918 (19p, map)

35.3.196-198  148TH AERO SQUADRON ALBUM
   –

Winter
35.4.211-232  KILLINGHOLME DIARY: US, NAVAL AIR STATION KILLINGHOLME UK PART 2
   Colin A Owens – Daily flight log from 13 Sept to 22 Nov, 1918 thumbnails of some pilots and serial, list of aircraft on charge (16p map)

35.4.233-237  ALFRED GEORGE SEVERS A, VICTIM OF LOTHO VAN RICHTHOVEN
   Nicholas J. Severs – AGS's first and fatal combat in a FE2b, of 25 Sqn and LVR’s first victim. (1p map, letters)

35.4.238  BRITISH AIR SERVICES MEMORIAL, ST-OMER – REPORT ON THE UNVEILING 10 SEPT 2004
   Air Commodore Peter Dye –

35.4.238  OVERDUE COMMEMORATION
   Desmond Furze – Report on the St-omer memorial, dedication

35.4.239-240  HENRY ALLINGHAM EX-RNAS, AGED 108
   –

35.4.241  ST-OMER COLOUR PICTORIAL, UPDATE
   – The ceremony and flypast (9p)

35.4.242-243  CURTISS FLYING BOATS
   – Harry Dempsey profiles –

35.4.244-246  A SOUVENIR OF WAR ALBERT, BALL’S NIEUPORT 17 FABRIC
   – Mauriel, Joelyn – Souvenirs from Ball’s Nieuport 17, (crashed 23 Sept 1916) & description of, fabric colours and repair techniques (6p)

35.4.247-261  IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION, FSL KENNETH VINCENT TURNLEY 4, NAVAL
   Stewart K Taylor – Service career of a Canadian, and others of, 4(N) from 1916 until death in a collision, on 27 Sept 1917 flying Camels from Bray, Dunes (11p)

35.4.262-266  THE AVIATOR AS SUPERHERO, PRESENTATION TO THE AGM 2004
   Air, Commodore Peter Dye – Physical and psychological strains on, aircrew with 9 Sqn RFC engaged in Army, Cooperation work during the Third Battle, of Ypres July-November 1917 (7p 3d)

2005 Vol. 36

Spring
36.1.003-022  THE FLYING SHOT: THE, DEVELOPMENT OF ANTI-AIRCRAFT DEFENCE, PART 1
   David Hide – Weapon, ammunition and equipment from, 1870. (30 illus)

36.1.023-028  L’AERONAUTIQUE À BACALAN: JEAN LACROZE, TRANSLATED AND INTRODUCED BY
   Mike Pearce – The work of the de Marcay and Dyle et, Bacalan companies at Bordeaux. (10 illus)

36.1.029-033  THE SERVICE CAREER OF, LESLIE DUNSTAN
   Joe Dunstan – Martinsyde pilot with 7 Sqn who also, served in WWII. (8 illus, col)

36.1.054-058  ALBUM PHOTOGRAPHS OF 1, (TRAINING) WING AFC
   David Lowsey-Williams – (1 illus), Aircraft, personnel and aerial views at, Leighterton, Minchinhampton and Yate.

Summer
36.2.071-096  THE FLYING SHOT: THE, DEVELOPMENT OF ANTI-AIRCRAFT DEFENCE, PART 2
   David Hide – Ground defence, naval defence and, and different national approaches. (68 illus)

36.2.097-123  MEMOIRS OF A RUSSIAN, AVIATOR: THE RECOLLECTIONS OF G.L., SHEREMETEVSKY, PART 2, EDITED AND, TRANSLATED BY
   Margaret Travers – War experiences 1914-1917. (18 illus, maps)

36.2.124-128  JAGDSTAFFEL BOELCKE, JAGDGESCHWADER III
   Kurt Jentsch – translated by O'Brien Browne from Flieger, im Feuer. (3 illus)

36.2.129-131  ROBERT NORMAN FAWCETT
   Conway Smith – Australian pilot who trained and served in, the Middle East. Accidently killed in the, early days of Western Australian Airways., (3 illus)

36.2.132  LETTER FROM
   S.K. Taylor – responding to feedback received about his, article In Search of Perfection: FSL K.V., Turney (35. 4-7 61)

www.crossandcockade.com
ABSTRACTS for VOLUMES 1– 45
pg. 32
Autumn
36.3.143-152 PIONEERING TORPEDO, TRAINING AT EAST FORTUNE, 1918
Grant Newman – Development of carrier-based torpedo, aircraft and the training of aircrew. (3 illus, 1 map)

36.3.153-157 SHORT SHRIFT: LT THOMAS, GIFFORD ‘GIL’ HOLLEY, OBSERVER, 23 SQUADRON, 1917
Stewart K. Taylor – Career of a Canadian airman taken, prisoner when shot down in an FE b in, February 1917. Interviewed in 1969 (6 illus)

36.3.158-178 MEMOIRS OF A RUSSIAN AVIATOR: THE RECOLLECTIONS OF G.L., SHEREMETEVSKY, PART 3, EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY
Margaret Travers – 1917: appointed Commandant of the Flying School at Gatchina, early days of the, Revolution, conspiracies and conflict. (9 illus, 1 map)

36.3.179-183 A MIDLAND AEROPLANE, THE SEARCH FOR AN HP 0/400, CRASH SITE
Jeff Taylor – Untangling the confusion surrounding, the crash (due to manufacturing faults) of, D4593 at Maxstoke, 19 August 1918. With, full details of casualties. (14 illus, 1 map)

36.3.184-185 ANDREW KING COWPER, MC**, AN AUSTRALIAN ACE
Michael, Partridge – Distinguished Australian pilot who flew, the DH5 and SE5a with 4 Sqn and later, served in the RAAF in WWII. (1 illus)

36.3.186-196 NCO PILOTS IN THE RFC, RAF DURING WWI: PAPER PRESENTED AT THE AGM 2005
Jeff Jeford – Development of policy on selection, training, and commissioning of pilots, details of, individual careers and experiences. (13 illus, tables)

36.3.197-198 PROPELLER NUMBERING
Mick, Davis – Tabular listing of the relationship of British, propellers to specific engines and aircraft, types.

36.3.199 FROM THE ALBUM OF
2Lt G.A., Walker – 110 Sqn, DH9a, Martinysde F.4 etc. (6 illus)

Winter
36.4.211-222 THE SOPWITH TRIPLANE IN, FRENCH NAVAL SERVICE – A CONVOLUTED, TALE OF CONFUSED AND MISTAKEN, IDENTITTY
Mike Westrop – History of the Triplanes ordered by the, French Naval Air Department in 1916, serials used, service history, French pilots combat results. (9 illus, tables)

36.4.223-232 ‘THAT DREADFUL FLYING, CORPS!: RESPONSES TO LIFE AND DEATH, IN THE AUSTRALIAN FLYING CORPS, 1916–1918
Michael Molkentin – (Jim Walsh, Prize Winner), Analysis of the recorded experiences of, Australians in the flying service. (7 illus)

36.4.233-251 MEMOIRS OF A RUSSIAN AVIATOR: THE RECOLLECTIONS OF G.L., SHEREMETEVSKY, PART 4: EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY
Margaret Travers – 1918-19 0: in the Crimea, Sevastopol and, Novorossiisk, involvement of the British, in South Russia, final victory of the Reds, exile. (15 illus, 1 map)

36.4.252-257 THE ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY, BE1
Paul R. Hare – The story of the first BE until its last recorded appearance, 1 Sept 1916. (9 illus)

36.4.257-263 DEVELOPMENT OF AN, AIRFRAME
Mick Davis – The BE1 airframe from 1911–1914. (1 illus, 5pp drawings)

36.4.264-271 PRELUDE TO A VC: 2LT JOHN, CLARK ‘JACK’ SIMPSON, 32 SQUADRON, RFC, PART 1
Stewart K. Taylor – Canadian DH pilot, training in England, character sketches of other pilots. (15 illus, tabular extracts from Squadron diary)

36.4.273 HENRY ALLINGHAM RETURNS TO ST-OMER
Henry Allingham – for Remembrance Day. (6 illus)

2006 Vol. 37

Spring
37.1.003-009 THE NINTH VICTORY OF GERMAN ACE HANS-JOACHIM BUDDECKE
Nicholas J. Sever – Examines evidence for different possibilities, concluding in favour of FE2b 6937, Sgt T. Jones and 2Lt F.A.A. Hewson 18 Sqn RFC. (5 photos, 2 maps, 1 table)

37.1.010-022 ALESSANDRO TONINI, AVIATION PIONEER & ENGINEER
Ray Sanger – The life and achievements of a major Italian designer whose work included Macchi flying boats. (33 photos, 8 illus)

37.1.023-036 BRITISH STRATEGIC AIR OPERATIONS MAY TO NOV 1918
Deri A. Hughes – Runner-up, Jim Walsh Young Writers’ Competition 2005. The birth of strategic bombing. (10 photos, 20 illus & 3 tables)

37.1.037-045 PRELUDE TO A VC. 2LT JOHN CLARK ‘JACK’ SIMPSON 32 SQUADRON, RFC, PT 2
Stewart K. Taylor – Simpson’s career from the start of active service until his death in action. (10 photos)

37.1.046-52 NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE. LEONARD TAPLIN DFC
Norman Franks – A successful Camel pilot who survived capture to become a pioneer of aviation in Australia. (8 photos)

37.1.053-058 MY ADVENTURES AS A M.T. DRIVER IN THE RAF
Grace Mary Berry – ed by J. Barfoot & K. Feline Diary of a WRAF at 44 (HD) Hainault Farm. (8 photos)

37.1.059-060 106 SQUADRON RFC/RAF 1917-1919
Nick Forde – Brief history of RE8/Bristol F2B Squadron. (1 photo, 1 table)

Summer
37.2.071-086 HIS MAJESTY’S RIGID AIRSHIPS HMA R31 & R32, 1917-1921, PT 1
Brian J. Turpin – Policy decisions, design and construction, including the Cardington base. (28 photos, 7 illus)


37.2.090-103 BILLY BONES - THE 31ST AERO SQUADRON AT FIELD FIVE, ISSOUDUN.
? – Includes extracts from the diary of Sgt 1st Class Howard Martin. (28 photos, 1 table, 1 illus)
Cross & Cockade International

2007 Vol. 38

Spring
Stewart K. Taylor – Concluding the story of two dissimilar, Canadian SPAD pilots serving with the RFC., (10 photos),

38.1.014-016 LT J.S. COOPER, UNKNOWN HERO
Bill Vandersteen – Identification of the personnel and aircraft of 70 Sqn involved in a fight to the death by the pilot of a burning 1½ Strutter, as recorded in the diary of Cpl J. McCormack, Queen Victoria Rifles, on 25 March 1917. (3 photos, 1 map)

38.1.017-044 RNAS OPERATIONS IN EAST AFRICA 1914-1918, PT 3
AVM Peter Dye – The work of 8 Sqn, May 1916-January 1918, with further extracts from the diary of E.R.W. Lincoln, more photographs from the J.H. Furniss album, and listings of personnel, awards, aircraft and locations. (78 photos, 1 map, 4 tables, bibliog)

38.1.045-052 WINGS TO WHEELS: THE GRAHAME-WHITE AVIATION CO
Peter Wright – Claude Grahame-White’s career as pioneer aviator, aircraft manufacturer, and post-war car maker. (24 photos, 1 tablo)

Summer
38.2.067-091 FROM THE ALBUM OF PO W. ‘BILL’ POLLARD, RNAS. PT 1: THE DARDANELLES 1915-16
Mick Davis – Professional photographer and amateur painter Bill Pollard’s record of his service in photographs and extracts from his diary. (88 photos, 1 map) 08.092

38.2.094-114 ‘I WILL DESCEND UPON THEM UNAWARES’: Z UNIT RAF, BRITISH SOMALILAND 1919-1920
Ian M. Burns – The origins and unfolding of an early post- WWI counter-insurgency type operation. (27 photos, 1 map, 2 tables)

38.2.115-117 PUP PROSPECT
Nick Harris – The story of Sopwith Pup B1807, currently under restoration with the help of the Royal Navy Historic flight. (8 photos)

Autumn
38.3.131-144 ‘THE MEANS TO AN END’ W.A. CURTIS DSC, NAVAL 6 & NAVAL 10, PART 1
Stewart K. Taylor – The earlier stages of a Canadian pilot’s long and distinguished career. (17 photos)

38.3.145-164 FROM THE ALBUM OF PO W. POLLARD, RNNS. PT 2, MYTILENE AND MUDROS 1916-17
Mick Davis – Continuing Bill Pollard’s record of his service in the Aegean and return to the UK, with photographs of aircraft, personalities and places, and incidents both more and less serious. (67 photos, 1 map)

38.3.165-167 BOMBS ON CONSTANTINOPLE:
A.D. Harvey – Lt Cdr K.S. Savory’s expedition to attack the Turkish capital in an HP O/100. (3 photos, 2 maps)

38.3.168-171 6 NAVAL’S BAD BOY: FSL ARTHUR MCBURNEY WALTON, ‘A’ FLIGHT, 6 SQUADRON RNAS 1917
Stewart K.Taylor – The story of a exception among the generally distinguished Canadian contingent in the flying
2008 Vol. 39

Spring

39.1.003-022 AIME BEHAEGHE: First Pilot in Central Africa
Tillo Behaeghe – This is the story of a Belgian pilot who helped to take the air war into the heart of Africa.
(36ph2maps)

39.1.023-024 SALVAGE: 1917 Orders, 2 Brigade RFC
CG Martyn – The orders for salvage of aircraft in the field, crew requirements etc. (5ph)

39.1.025-044 FROM THE ALBUM OF PO W. ‘BILL’ POLLARD, RNAS: Part 4, Post-war and the British Aviation Mission to the Imperial Japanese Navy
Edited by Mick Davis – Photographic history of the British Aviation Mission to the Imperial Japanese Navy:
(61ph1map4profiles&ax-view)

39.1.045-048 MINISTRY OF MUNITIONS: Report HB 814 – ‘Comparative Dimensions of the German and French Le Rhone Engines, August 1918’
Edited by Mick Davis – A detailed report of the comparative dimensions of the German and French Le Rhone Engines.
Aug 1918. (5ph1dw)

39.1.049-051 CAPTAIN R.N. HALL, MC
Norman Franks – A short biography of this South African who fought with 40 Sqn Home Defence. (6ph)

39.1.052-053 TWENTY YEARS LATER
Norman Franks – This photo feature illustrates 11 former German WWI fighter aces during and 20 years after the end of the war. (22ph)

Summer

39.2.071-084 68 SQUADRON RFC: Its Experience with the DH 5
Nevill M. Parnell – A detailed look into the use of DH 5s with the Australians of 68 Sqn. (16ph1tbl)

39.2.085-089 THE DHS FIGHTER IN BATTLE, 1917
Trevor Henshaw – In depth statistical look at the DH 5s deployment and Casualty Reports. Some comparison with other planes. (6ph)

39.2.090-097 COURAGE ON THE GROUND: ... Salvage under fire by AM Parkinson (11 Sqn RFC)
Nicholas J Severa – FE2b 7698 (Zanzibar No 2), Shot Down by the German Ace Kurt Wolff, Salvaged under Fire by Air Mechanic Norman Parkinson. (11 Sqn RFC)(4ph1tbl2map)

39.2.098-104 FAR FROM ‘A USELESS AND EXPENSIVE FAD’: Aircraft at British Army Manoeuvres 1910-1913
Andrew Whitmarsh – Exposes the myth that British forces were slow to recognize the usefulness of airplanes. (9ph)

39.2.105-108 AVIATION MEDICINE AND THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS
Ian Perry – Aviation Medicine, it’s beginnings and who championed the cause. (4ph)

39.2.109-110 CROSS COUNTRY FLYING: On Care and Maintenance of Machines: Capt E.A.McKay, 104 Sqn
via Stewart K Taylor – Two articles by Capt Evans Alexander McKay OC ‘C’ Flight 104 Squadron RFC/RAF. (2ph)

39.2.111-127 AND NOW THERE ARE NONE (H.J.L. Botterell) Part 1: (of 2)
Stewart K Taylor – From interviews in the 1960’s of the few last living Canadian Fighter Pilots from 208 Sqn. (24ph)

39.2.128 PUP PAINT PROGRESSION: B1807
Mick Davis – Some notes and 3 nice profiles of new, during and after the Great War of Sopwith Pup B1807/G-EAVX.
(1ph3profiles)

Autumn

39.3.143-168 AND NOW THERE ARE NONE (H.J.L. Botterell) Part 2: (of 2)
Stewart K Taylor – From interviews in the 1960’s of the few last living Canadian Fighter Pilots from 208 Sqn. (41ph)

39.3.169-180 EAST RETFORD: A Photographic Record of a Nottinghamshire Aerodrome:
Mick Davis – (49ph1map)

Edward P. Soye – The story of the collection, packing and shipment of aircraft and aeronautical materials to Canada. During 1919. (14ph)

39.3.189-192 SLOW BOAT TO CHINA: A Fruitless Journey?
Peter Wright – The story of the London Troops Balloon Company’s short stay in China (9ph1map)

39.3.193-195 INSTRUCTIONS FOR CAMERA TRAINING: Part 1: (of 2)
Mick Davis – Extracts from RFC School of Photography, Maps and Reconnaissance manual for the type ‘L’ camera.
2009 Vol. 40

Spring
40.1.003-031 UNCHECKED EGO: Major A.D.Carter DSO, 19 Sqn RFC - Part 1:
Stewart K. Taylor – Part 1: Narrative of Maj Carter’s service with 19 Sqn, it’s men and planes, Oct. 1917- May. 1918. (35 photos)

40.1.032-042 R.A.F. EXPERIMENTAL STATION ISLE OF GRAIN
Edith Trans Colin A. Owen – Memorandum dated 10 July 1919, by J.L. Callan (29 photos)

40.1.043 MORE CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF MACHINES
Stewart K. Taylor – Capt Evans Alexander McKay OC ‘C’ Flight 104 Squadron RFC/RAF.

40.1.044-045 A FEAR OF SNIPES, a letter from Andrew Weatherby Beauchamp Proctor
Tony Mellor-Ellis – some interesting comments on the type of aircraft in which he had his fatal accident.

40.1.045-050 A.F.W.B. PROCTOR, A Photographic Tribute
Tony Mellor-Ellis – 24 photos. (24 photos)

40.1.051-055 HP 0/100 Early Flights
Bryan Bowen – via Mike Armstrong (11 photos)

40.1.060 RAF Museum Archive WWI Log Book List, cont. (Caldwell, KL to Cripps, TB.)
Stuart Hadaway – RAF Museum Archive WWI Log Book List, cont. Compiled by Stuart Hadaway

Summer
40.2.071-087 EASTCHURCH: The Early Years, A History of the Eastchurch Air Station, Sheppey, 1909–1920:
R.H.W. Empson – Reprinted by permission from the RAeC Gazette, Jan/Feb 1955, History of the first British aerodrome, which was used by the Royal Aero Club in the early days of aeroplanes (45 photos)

40.2.088-108 DOLPHIN GURU: Major A.D.Carter DSO, 19 Sqn RFC: Part 2
Stewart K. Taylor – Part 2: Narrative of Maj Carter's service with 19 Sqn, it's men and planes, Oct. 1917- May. 1918. (29 photos)

40.2.109-115 NIGHT BOMBER OBSERVER: Lt James Stedman, 100 Sqn
via Marion Addington – The recollections of Lt Stedman who flew at night in in the FE2b. Marion is Stedman’s daughter (9 photos)

40.2.116-127 THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONTACT PATROLS: A Short History of Appendix B of SS135:
Michael Meech – (Presentation given at the AGM, 18 April 2009)(20 photos)

40.2.128-131 39 (HD) SQUADRON 1916-1917: Photo feature
CCI Staff – Photographs from the CCI Archive (16 photos)

40.2.132-139 Minutes of the 40th AGM and Financial Statements 2008:
CCI Staff

40.2.143 RAF Museum Archive WWI Log Book List, cont. (Culley, SD to English, W)
Stuart Hadaway – RAF Museum Archive WWI Log Book List, cont. Compiled by Stuart Hadaway

Autumn
40.3.151-161 THE AERONAUTICAL CONTRIBUTION OF LEONARDO TORRES QUEVEDO, from World War I to the 21st Century:
Francisco A. González Redondo – About the inventive genius of Torres Quevedo and his enduring contribution to Airships and aviation. (23 photos)

40.3.162-176 FAST EDDIE: 2Lt Edward Borgfeldt Booth, 70 Sqn RFC:
Stewart K. Taylor – Chronicles Canadian "Fast Eddie" through his training and short service with 70 Sqn where he flew with astonishing abandon. (21 photos)

40.3.177-181 MCCUDDEN’S PUP, A7311:
Mick Davis – New ideas about the color scheme of A7311, McCudden’s Pup. (6 photos & profile)

40.3.182-184 PRETTY CFS PUPS
Mike Pearce – Patern paint schemes of Sopwith Pups at the Central Flying School, Upavon. (5 photos & 2 profiles)

40.3.183 SOPWITH PUP Colour Profiles:
Arvo Vercamer – Two colourfull Pups.(2 profiles)

40.3.185-194 THE DEVELOPMENT OF CAVALRY CONTACT PATROLS 1915-1918:
Michael Meech – Looks at the contact patrols instigation and co-operation with the Cavalry Corps. (16 photos)

40.3.195-199 ON THE MANY NAMES OF ZOZO:
Mike Pearce – A little more detail about an early aviator through WWI and WWII. See Vol 18. (12 photos)

40.3.200-203 THE AEGEAN, 1917–1918:
CCI Staff – Photo collection from the Aegean. (13 photos)
2010 Vol. 41

Spring

41.1.003-018 THE FOKKER CANTILEVER WING: Mike Tate – In-depth look at the Fokker cantilever wing, the people, the tests and development. (23ph3drw)

41.1.019-032 TANK CONTACT PATROLS: The Development of Air and Tank Co-operation in 1918, Part 1: Michael Meech – Part 1: Different communication schemes for early Air/Tank co-operation. (10 photos & 8 drw)

41.1.033-036 ARCHIE: The Bald Facts: Kevin Kelly – What of the original term, Archie? Where did it come from, how did it spread and, indeed, where did it go? (8ph1thi)

41.1.037-046 NIGHT FIGHTER PILOT: Lt James Stedman, 50 Squadron: via Marion Addington – The recollections of Lt Stedman who was a night fighter pilot with 50 Sq. Marion is Stedman's daughter (13 ph4drw)


41.1.061-062 20 Sqn Postscript: 'Met' Purcell and Some Comrades: Stewart K. Taylor – Postscript: 'Met' Purcell and Some Comrades with some final words (5ph)

41.1.063-065 Corrected reprint: REINHOLD PLATZ & The Fokker Aircraft Company: Eberhard Schmidt – Details of REINHOLD PLATZ & The Fokker Aircraft Company: (1ph)

Summer

41.2.075-83 FIRST INTO COMBAT: The US Navy at Vera Cruz: Colin A. Owens – Details the US Navy’s first use of Curtiss flying boats at Vera Cruz, Mexico. April 1914 (19ph)

41.2.084-099 AN ODYSSEY TO THE EAST: 58 Squadron to Egypt 1919: Trevor Henshaw – Against all the odds flying its squadron of Handley Page bombers two thousand miles to the Middle East (32ph2map)

41.2.100-114 THE CHINGFORD 'SHAKEDOWN': The Diary of FSL John Harvey Keens: Stewart K. Taylor – The Diary of FSL John Harvey Keens. His planes, his people, his places (27ph)

41.2.115-116 WIRELESS INTERRUPTION by Capt M. Newham: via Norman Franks – Recounts the aerodrome intercepts and informs the squadron by telephone. (2ph)

41.2.117-120 TESTING 226: Paul R. Hare – Aeroplane Inspection Department report on BE2a, had reached 100 hours flying time for testing and evaluation (6ph1drw)

41.2.121-133 ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: Sibaltin Floatplanes: Paul Leaman – Sibaltin Floatplanes, first in the series. (22ph1bl7drw)

41.2.009-016 GAZETTEER OF FLYING SITES: A-Bea (pull-out supplement) Part 2: Dick Davis – Details of REINHOLD PLATZ & The Fokker Aircraft Company: (1ph)

41.2.118-120 Minutes of the 41st AGM and Financial Statements 2010 C&CI Staff – AGM 2010: Minutes and Accounts

Autumn

41.3.147-160 IMPACTABLY ENTRENCHED: Lt J.W.G. Clark, 13 Sqn RFC: Stewart K. Taylor – Letters home from JWG Clark. Stories of his observers and pilots from 13 Sqn (21ph)

41.3.161-164 IN THE SHADOW OF HERCULE: The war service of Archibald Christie: Peter Wright – Service of Archibald Christie and his famous wife Agatha. (12ph)

41.3.165-184 CLAYTON KNIGHT: A Yank in the RFC/RAF: The Inaugural Leaman Lecture: Peter Kilduff – Clayton Knight USAF. Conversations and correspondences with him and some of his comrades, as he relayed them to Peter. (24ph5pat1map)

41.3.185-191 THE ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY B.S.1/5/E.2: Paul R. Hare – The high speed aeroplane experimental BS1 to new fast 'Scout' SE2, at the Royal Aircraft Factory 1913
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42.1.003-025 14 SQUADRON: A First War History Part 1: Mike O'Connor & Mike Napier – 14 Sqn was headed to Egypt on 3 Feb 1915. To cover the Mediterranean coast with the Egyptian Expeditionary Force's new strategy of 'active defence' (68ph2map)

42.1.026-036 GERMAN CONTACT PATROLS: Michael Meech – Major developments in the procedures of German Contact Patrols. See 41.019 for the British Contact Patrols (9ph)

42.1.037-044 A 1917 COURT OF ENQUIRY, 3 WING RNAS: LUXEUIL-les-BAINS, FRANCE: Stuart Taylor – FINDINGS OF THE COURT: the accident was due to the bomb jamming after being released by the releasing gear, 2 men died (9ph2drw)

42.1.045-048 THE LOW FLYING BOMB: Paul R. Hare – Dr A.M. Low's 'Aerial Target' was his wireless system to control a flying bomb, six examples were constructed at Farnborough (4ph)


42.1.061-065 FROM THE ALBUMS: 2Lt L.H. Curtis: Mick Davis – 2Lt L.H. Curtis's album, a number of interesting photographs (15ph)

42.1.066-070 GFS-035-040 GAZETTEER OF FLYING SITES: Cat-Cram (pull-out supplement) Part 5: Mick Davis & Bill Morgan – – GAZETTEER OF FLYING SITES Part 5

Summer
42.2.075-096 CAPT J.H.T. LETTS MC: 27 & 48 Squadron, Instructor & Test Pilot: Alan Smith – From Letts (Instructor & Test Pilot) log books 02-12-1916 to 10-11-1918. There are many aeroplanes, people and places that Letts noted in his log book. Verry interesting (30ph5pro)


42.2.107-127 14 SQUADRON: A First War History Part 2: Action At Rafah, 1st, 2nd, 3rd Battles of Gaza. Mike O'Connor & Mike Napier – 14 Sqn flights were the Desert Column's eyes and operations was twofold: Continuous artillery patrols over the troops, and carried out bombing raids (27ph2map4pro)

42.2.128-132 ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY RE2 & RE3: Paul R. Hare – The short story of the Royal Aircraft Factory's Reconnaissance Experimental series RE2 & RE3 (7ph)

42.2.041-048 GAZETTEER OF FLYING SITES: Cran-Dov (pull-out supplement) Part 6: Mick Davis & Bill Morgan – – GAZETTEER OF FLYING SITES Part 6


Autumn
42.3.143-155 THE AIR BATTALION, ROYAL ENGINEERS: Michael J. Dunn – The early life of the Air Battalion, as it changes into the RFC. It was the British Army's first unit specifically tasked with operating and deploying aeroplanes (16ph)

42.3.156-164 ALMOST A VICTIM: 2Lt James Murdo Macdonald, 19 Squadron RAF: S.K. Taylor – James Murdo 'Jimmie' Macdonald, to help guide his memory concerned his flying service in WWI, brought out a tired looking three-ring school binder filled with stories (14ph)

42.3.165-169 19 SQUADRON: Some of the less familiar names: S.K. Taylor – The profiles of the careers of 5 of 19 Sqn fliers. WJ Nesbitt, JS Hewson, WH Hendershot, NA Weir and RC Davies (6ph)

42.3.170-176 THE PULPIT: The Royal Aircraft Factory BE9: Paul R. Hare – The Strange BE9 had the observer housed in a plywood nacelle mounted on the front of the propeller shaft. This is the short story of its experimental life (6ph2drw)

42.3.177-189 14 SQUADRON: A First War History Pt 3: Mike O'Connor & Mike Napier – Covers 14 Sqn in the Middle East in Palestine and Jordon valley fighting the Turks (16ph1drw)

42.3.190-193 14 SQUADRON: Machines on Unit Charge in the Middle East: Mike O'Connor & Mike Napier – A list of all the aircraft used by 14 Sqn. There are some notes and dates included in the list (5ph)
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43.1.003-026 MULTINATIONAL AIR COMBAT and its Czech Connections: 31 August 1918:
Jiri Rajlich — Documents the RAF and Czech pilots fighting, covering aerial operations in the Italian theatre(4ph2map1dw5dc)

43.1.027-028 THE HAND & THUNDERBOLT BADGE:
Jeff Jefford — This short article has been adapted from one which first appeared during May 2011, in the RAF Historical Society’s Journal No 50(2ph2dw)

43.1.029-036 DOWNED BY A FOLK SINGER! Lt F.W. Kantel:
S.K. Taylor — The career of Lt Frederick William ‘Fred’ Kantel, 54 Sqn and his downing by the ‘Folk Singer’ of Jasta 6((K)Carl Holler)(13ph)

43.1.037-039 B1721 WITH JASTA 6:
— Shortly after downing & capture, Lt ‘Fred’ Kantel was photographed surrounded by his German captors(6ph)

43.1.040-048 ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Friedrichshafen Seaplanes Pt 1: Early Designs:
Paul Leaman — Friedrichshafen floatplanes, first in the series. Pt 1: Early Designs:(26ph1tb)

43.1.049-055 HM AIRSHIP NS11 & the World Endurance Record:
Mike Dunn — British non-rigid airship NS11, designed during the Great War and it’s world record(10ph)

43.1.56-060 THE ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY SE4:
Paul Hare — The experimental SE4 by Royal Aircraft Factory, built to be the fastest aeroplane possible at that moment in time(7ph3dw)

43.1.61-065 FROM THE ALBUMS: an album assembled by N. Dundas Bryce — courtesy of Michael Rushen:
Compiled by Mick Davis — Very nice photos from 36 TDS, Yatebys. Bristol F2Bs, Avro 504s, RE8s, HP 0/400 and even a S8 airship(19ph)

43.1.066-067 LOGBOOK: RFC Bristol Scouts, Pt 1:
Mick Davis/Trevor Henahow — Listing of Bristol Scout serials, Serials with short histories with squadrons and dates with lots of photos(15ph)

Summer
43.2.075-089 LONDON’S STAGE-DOOR DILETTANTE: Capt J.A. ‘Jimmy’ Glen:
S.K. Taylor — The career of Capt JA Glen. From Canada to England and the end of WWI and back to Canada(18ph6pro)

43.2.090-101 JAMES TEMPLER and the Birth of British Military Aviation:
Michael J. Dunn — This article explores the evolution of military ballooning in the British Army. Templer was the father of British military aviation(15ph)

43.2.102-108 ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Friedrichshafen Seaplanes Pt 2: Early Types FF33:
Paul Leaman — Friedrichshafen floatplanes, in the series. Pt 2: Early Designs: FF series (14ph1tb3drw)
HERBERT SMITH: Aircraft Designer par excellence: an appreciation:
Robin Platt – Herbert, an important contributor to Sopwith aviation, from 1914 through the War and to Japan with Sempli(33ph1drw)

FROM THE ALBUMS: of S.J. Woolley
CC&I – Photos from the album from S.J. Woolley, 211 TDS at Portholme Meadow, instructor on HP O/400s(16ph)

LOGBOOK: RFC Bristol Scouts, Pt 2:
Mick Davis/Trevor Henshaw – Listing of Bristol Scout serials, Serials with short histories with squadrons and dates with lots of photos(8ph)

Autumn

GEORGES GUYNEMER:
David Méchin – This is an attempt to discover what, Guynemer, was like by bringing together all known pieces of the puzzle(33ph1tr1bl)

ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Friedrichshafen Seaplanes Pt 3: Later Types FF33:
Paul Leaman – Friedrichshafen Floatplanes, in the series. Pt 3: Later Types FF33: series (10ph1tbl6drw)

THE X FACTOR: Special Duty Flight, 14 Sqn:
Peter Wright – This account covers the unit, X Sqn, left behind at Akaba to work with TE Lawrence against the Turks(13ph1map)

REHEARSAL FOR WAR: The RFC Concentration Camp: (Seminar presentation)
Paul R. Hare – Preparations culminated in the Concentration Camp of June 1914, the Corps’ dress rehearsal for war(13ph)

‘DEAR ENEMY ...’: The Fate in War and Peace of Two WWI Fighter Pilots, a German Jew and a Frenchman:
Elimor Makevet & Dieter Gröschel – Recounts two WWI fighters that keep in touch after their dogfight, both shot down, with accounts of there combats of WWI.(29ph1map)

LOGBOOK: RFC Bristol Scouts, Pt 3:
Mick Davis/Trevor Henshaw – Listing of Bristol Scout serials, Serials with short histories with squadrons and dates with lots of photos(20ph)

CHANGES AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES:
Jeff Jefford – Changes And Consequences at the National Archives. Some thoughts by Jeff Jefford(1ph)

York Seminar Report
CC&I – RFC Centenary Seminar York 22-24 June 2012

Winter

ORIGIN OF THE SOPWITH CAMEL DUAL-CONTROL TRAINER:
Philip Jarrett – Who designed the Sopwith 1F1 Camel Dual-Control? Was it Longton, Strange or Guttery? Find out, with lots of photos(28ph6pro)

DUAL-CONTROL CAMELS: A Photographic Study
CC&I – A nice collection of Dual-Control aircraft in photos(19ph)

FLYING THE DUAL-CONTROL CAMEL:
Mick Davis – First-hand recollections of the Sopwith Camel Dual-Control from the diary and logbook extracts(1ph)

THE CLOSEST OF FRIENDS: Captain W.G. ‘Dozey’ Claxton & Captain F.R.G. ‘Freddy’ McCall
Stewart K. Taylor – Roughly 138 Canadians achieved ‘ace’ status in WWI. Here is a short look at the 5th and 6th with lots of photos(38ph)

CAPT L.J. BALDERSOON: – THE LOST BROTHER
Mike Andrew – Balderson played a large part in the development and testing of both air and ground radio in Australia(23ph)

FLYING IS FUN ... IT’S ON THE CARDS:
Tony Mellor-Ellis – An element of propaganda, as the following twelve postcards from WWI illustrate, much-needed humour to a serious situation(12ph)

ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Friedrichshafen Seaplanes Pt 4: Later Types FF34-FF40:
Paul Leaman – Friedrichshafen Floatplanes, in the series. Pt 4: Later Types FF34-FF40 seriES (12ph1tbl7drw)

LOGBOOK: RFC Bristol Scouts, Pt 4:
Mick Davis/Trevor Henshaw – Listing of Bristol Scout serials, Serials with short histories with squadrons and dates with lots of photos(21ph)

FROM THE ALBUMS: Lt E.H.P. Bailey: 6 Squadron RNAS, 206 Sqn RAF
CC&I – Nice photos from Redcar and 206 Sqn, MF s.7, Avro 504B, etc..(12ph)

OBITUARIES: George Miller, Mike Dunn
CC&I –
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FSL PHILLIP KENNING FOWLER - His Service in the Aegean:
By Paschalis Palavouzis – Lots of nice photos. Thasos - Becoming A Scout Pilot, C Squadron at Imbros and Tenedos (44ph)

FOWLER ALBUM PHOTOGRAPHICS: Further Photographs
By Paschalis Palavouzis – More photos from Service in the Aegean (23ph)
44.1.023-025  DONNER-WETTER!: Sopwith Camel B7190:  Mick Davis – B7190 And Some Other Colourful 10n Squadron and Bentley Camels (6ph1pro)

44.1.026-036  ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: Friedrichshafen Seaplanes Part 5: Final Designs:  Paul Leaman – Friedrichshafen Seaplanes Pt 5 covers FF41A through FF64 (21ph8drw1tbl)

44.1.037-043  FARNBOROUGH’S FLYING BOAT: The RAF CE1:  Paul R. Hare – The Royal Aircraft Factory CE1 (Coastal Experimental No1) There first flying boat (17ph)

44.1.044-046  ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Zeppelin  –  Photos and data sheets for the Zeppelin (17ph4drw1tbl)

44.1.047-052  A SCOUT OF MANY COLOURS - A1789:  Mick Davis – The Bristol Scout D A1788 with a sequence of changes to its appearance and markings (8ph)

44.1.053-054  RFC BRISTOL SCOUTS: Airframe Development:  Mick Davis – Bristol Scouts basic airframe was continually developed and this is an attempt to describe and illustrate the sequence of changes (4ph14drw)

44.1.057-067  ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Albatros Seaplanes:  –  Photos and data sheets for the Albatros Seaplanes (17ph4drw1tbl)

44.1.068-069  OBITUARIES: Peter Cooksley, Les Rogers, Harry Woodman  C&CI staff – Peter Cooksley, Mike O’Connor, Les Rogers, Harry Woodman

Summer

44.2.075-093  THE AERIAL CRUSADER: Guy Duncan Smith: Part 1  Ian Burns – Tells a story about a pilot, Guy Duncan Smith, serving with the East Indies & Egypt Seaplane Squadron (27ph3map)

44.2.094-103  RNAS ANTI-SUBMARINE REPORT No 5, October 1917:  Colin Owens – It is a reproduction of an RNAS report on anti-submarine activities (8ph15tbl)

44.2.104-111  MUNICH-VENICE EXPRESS: Capt Louis Robert de Beauchamp’s bombing raid:  David Méchin – Capt Louis Robert de Beauchamp’s first full account of his Munich raid that took place (20ph2pro)

44.2.112-116  ‘IN FLIGHT’ Notes and Photographs by 2Lt E.J. Watkins, B Flt, 7 Sqn RFC, May 1916-May 1917:  S.K. Taylor – Notes and Photographs while serving with B Flight, 7 Squadron RFC May 1916- May 1917 flying BE2s (9ph)

44.2.117-124  ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Albatros Seaplanes:  Paul Leaman – Photos and data sheets for the Albatros Seaplanes (17ph4drw1tbl)

44.2.125-128  FATHER & SON: W. and J.H.R. Green:  Peter Wright – Short story of a father and son both buried with the same headstone, W and JHR Green (9ph)

44.2.129-134  RFC BRISTOL SCOUTS: Airframe Development:  Mick Davis – Bristol Scouts basic airframe was continually developed and this is an attempt to describe and illustrate the sequence of changes (4ph14drw)

44.2.135-137  FROM THE ALBUMS: 2Lt T.H. Langrishe  C&CI staff – From the album of 2Lt T.H. Langrishe, who trained with 65 TS at Dover and then served in Ireland (8ph)

Autumn

44.3.147-164  THE ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH FK3 IN MACEDONIA:  Michael Kelsey – Armstrong Whitworth FK3, also establishes clearly the number of conversions and when they were made (23ph4drw4tbl2maps)

44.3.165-174  THE AERIAL CRUSADER: Guy Duncan Smith: Part 2:  Ian Burns – Tells a story about a pilot, Guy Duncan Smith, serving with the East Indies & Egypt Seaplane Squadron (16ph1drw1map)

44.3.175-176  THE CRUSADER’S BROTHER: Harold Beaumont Smith:  Ian Burns – Short follow up to Harold Beaumont Smith, who was Guy Duncan Smith’s brother. (3ph)

44.3.177-186  PREMIER SERBIAN FIGHTERS:  Boris Ciglić – The Balkans theme is continued with an article on Serbian fighter pilots. (28ph1map)

44.3.187-191  SERBIAN SUPPLEMENT: PHOTOGRAPHIC  Boris Ciglić – Additional photos from "Premier Serbian Fighters" in this same Journal (21ph)

44.3.192-196  Fit Lt L.C. CARR RAF, RCAF:  Lorne Bohu – Biography of L.C. Carr, gives further insight into the RAf training programme and also his post-war live(11ph1tbl)

44.3.197-205  ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Zeppelin-Staaken Seaplanes  Paul Leaman – Photos and data sheets for the Zeppelin-Staaken Seaplanes (17ph6drw1tbl)

Winter

44.4.219-230  DAILY LIFE IN ESCADRILLE MF29:  Steve Suddaby – An account of what was happening between sorties; the day-to-day life on a unit with Maurice Farmans

44.4.231-241  SYLVESTER LOUIS COWLAN: Service in the Aegean:  Peter Cowlan – Insights to the war in the Aegean with an engine mechanic

44.4.242-245  THE ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY BE5:  Paul R. Hare – The story of BE5, the full history, perhaps best known for its connection to the Montrose Ghost.

44.4.246-259  SOJOURN IN A SIDESHOW: AM2 Harry John Ernest Burtenshaw:  Peter Chapman – Life of an ordinary member of a kite balloon squadron, not that of an observer, in Macedonia

44.4.260-269  115 SQUADRON’S CANADIAN CURSE:  Stewart K. Taylor – Interesting aircrew article on Handley Page operations

44.4.270-276  ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Rumpler Seaplanes:  Paul Leaman – Photos and data sheets continue for the Seaplane Atlas series with Rumpler machines
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PHENIX P.5 CORK:
Colin Owens – An in-depth study of the Phoenix Cork British flying boat designs. A radical change in hull construction. (27ph12drw3tbl)

SOME INCIDENTS FROM GEOFFREY DE HAVILLAND'S MILITARY CAREER:
Paul R. Hare – A nice two page piece on Geoffrey de Havilland's military service (2ph)

SAMMY: Lt Merrill Samuel Taylor CdeG, 9 Sqn RNAs/209 Sqn RAF:
Stewart K. Taylor – “Sammy” Taylor's career as fighter pilot of Camels of 9N & 209 Sqn during the winter of 1917-18 (77ph4pro)

THE ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY BE6:
Paul R. Hare – Reconstructed by the Royal Aircraft Factory to make the BE6 and continued development of the design (7ph)

ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Luft-Fahrzeug-Gesellschaft (LFG) Seaplanes:
Paul Leaman – Continuing with the Luft-Fahrzeug-Gesellschaft (LFG) Seaplanes (11ph2drw1tbl)

NOTES ON THE MORANE PARASOL 80hp LE RHONE:
Pretyman via Henshaw – Notes on flying Morane Parasoles by G.F. Pretyman, Capt RFC, Setting off, Flying, Landing, Rigging etc. (5ph)

LOGBOOK: MoranES IN RFC SERVICE: Pt 2:
Davis & Henshaw – Part 2 of the listing and notes of Moranes, numbers between 5058 to 5158 (15ph)

5 SQUADRON RFC, July 1913–March 1915:
G.J. Curniechel – The early days of 5 Sqn it’s people and equipment. Very interesting. (36ph2map1tbl)

W.R. ‘BILL’ PARKHOUSE, Air Mechanic & Aviation Pioneer:
Peter Cowlan – Story of a man who was without doubt, a pioneer in the field of post First World War aviation in South West Britain. (18ph3tbl1map)

Pixon's Aviator's Certificate: A Discord of Dates:
Philip Jarrett – Some answers as to why Pixon’s RAE certificate seems to have an incorrect number of RAE Certificate #50. (2ph4tabl)

CamerA Shy: Lt J. P. McRae, 64 Sqn RFC:
Stewart K. Taylor – whose operational service was limited to 64 Sqn and DH5s. Some very interesting photographs add to this article's worth. (12ph)

THE AIRMAN AND THE SPY: Claude Ridley and Victor Marié:
Peter Elliott – One of the great stories of evasion behind enemy lines is that of Claude Ridley, who was involved in spy dropping work, and the eventful night of 3-4 August 1916. (4ph3pnt1map)

ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Gotha Seaplanes, Pt 1:
Paul Leaman – Continuing with the Atlas for The Gotha Seaplanes, Pt 1 (25ph4drw1tbl)

JOSEPH FRANK HIGGINS, 70 & 49 Squadrons RAF:
Paul Leaman – A biography of a British pilot, J.F. Higgins, found unsuitable as a scout pilot but went on to an operational career flying DH9s with 49 Squadron, from his own recollections (43ph1tbl)

A FARNBOROUGH TEST PILOT: William John Stutt:
Paul R. Hare – The biography of one of the Factory's well known test pilots, W.J. Stutt (10ph)

LOGBOOK: MoranES IN RFC SERVICE: Pt 3:
Davis & Henshaw – Logbook: Moranes In RFC Service: Pt 3: (9ph)

MISSIONS FLOWN BY THE 1st SVA SECTION FROM SOVIZZO:
Luigino Caliaro – Feature on SVA 1918 bombing missions and offers an insight to the work done by the Italian forces over hostile terrain (18ph)

CARrying On Up the Khyber:
Paul R. Hare – Sqn 31 & 114, BE2c & BE2e operations in India's North West Frontier (13ph2tbl)

THE AVRO TYPES 501 & 503 FLOATPLANES AND THEIR GERMAN DERIVATIVES:
Erin hardlin – The examination of the Avro 501 and 503 floatplanes, and its influence on German floatplanes (33ph4drw)

PORT MEADOW: A Peaceful Spot by the Thames:
Peter Wright – 1911 to 1945 Port Meadow, with an amazing amount of information (20ph)

23 SQUADRON SPADS: The Arthur W. Keen Collection:
Syd Buxton – Some very rare photographs of 23Sqn SPADS (6ph)

ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Gotha Seaplanes, Pt 2:
Paul Leaman – Continuing with the Atlas for The Gotha Seaplanes, Pt 2 (14ph6drw)

DEsERT AIRMAN: Sgt R.W. Forder, X Flight 14 Squadron:
Richard Forder – Sergeant Reginald Walter Forder, Fitter (Aero Engines), Air Mechanic 2nd Class on Transport (8ph)

SUBJECTIVE IMPRESSIONS IN THE ARCHIVES:
A.D. Harvey – The National Archives as a Source for Personal Accounts of Air Warfare (16ph)

LOGBOOK: MoranES IN RFC SERVICE: Pt 4:
Mick Davis & Trevor Henshaw – Logbook: Moranes In RFC Service: Pt 4: (9ph)
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46.1.003-009 HIGH ALTITUDE RECONNAISSANCE 1914 STYLE:
Paul R. Hare – Developing the RE5 reconnaissance with extended upper main planes, strut braced (18ph)

46.1.010-015 ‘IT WAS A TERRIFIC DAY IN THE AIR’: Officer Casualties in the RFC on 15 September 1916:
Michael Durey – Officer Fatalities in the RFC on 15 September 1916 the First Day of the Battle of Flers-Courcelette on the Somme (8ph)

via Paul Leaman – The Gerhardt-Japp collection Part 2, contains some rare German images and their quality is excelente (23ph)

46.1.022-038 KITE BALLOONS AT SEA: Gallipoli & Salonika 1915-16:
Ian Burns – Captive Balloon Detachment, RNAS --- a story of Kite Balloons in naval and military service (28ph)

46.1.039-041 THE RFC WITH THE BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY FORCE:
Mick Davis – Tabulations, quarterly returns for RFC units in France, 1915-1916, noting machines on charge and those struck off (7ph)

46.1.042-043 AN AIRCRAFT DESTROYED IN BELGIUM:
Luc Vanacker – Charles RR Hickey and the German High Explosive Bomb, for destroying aircraft landing in hostile territory (6ph)

46.1.044-060 IMPATIENT ACE: Capt C.R.R. Hickey DFC:
Stewart K. Taylor – A 12 month career of Ace Capt Hickey flying Camels from 204N. Interviews and combat reports (57ph)

46.1.061-063 ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: Kaiserliche Werft Postscript:
Paul Leaman/Henning Oppermann – Continuing with the Atlas for The Kaiserliche Werft Built Seaplanes (8ph)

46.1.064-066 LOGBOOK: MORANES IN RFC SERVICE: Pt 6:
Mick Davis & Trevor Henshaw – Logbook: Moranes In RFC Service: Pt 6; (10ph)

46.1.067-cr2 FABRIC - Photos –
Mick Davis (14ph)

Summer
46.2.075-103 ‘ALKALI IKE’: Lt Arthur Hast Jones, 147th AS:
Alan R. Rosler – The Life of Lieutenant Arthur Hast Jones 147th Aero Squadron American Expeditionary Force (43ph)

46.2.104-107 ATLAS OF GERMAN & FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Fokker-Junkers Seaplanes:
Pual Leaman – Continuing with the Atlas for The Fokker-Junkers Seaplanes: (12ph)

46.2.108-113 WAKEY WAKEY!The Truth about Billy Cotton?
Duncan Curtis – His slightly exaggerated career ending with a crash, WWI as told by Billy Cotton well-known musical director (8ph)

46.2.114-116 THE RFC WITH THE BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, April 1915:
Mick Davis – Listing of aircraft at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 16 Sqn, & Aircraft Park in 1915 (10ph)

46.2.117-122 BROTHERS OF THE AIR: Three Sons of Toronto's Sisley Family:
David Fuller – A tail of the loss of two of three brothers in the RAF (12ph)

46.2.123-135 THE PORTE BABY:
Colin A. Owers – The largest seaplane "The Port Baby", its development and tests with three motors (26ph)

46.2.136-137 THE JACK BRUCE COLLECTION AT THE RAF MUSEUM:
Julian Hale – Digitize and catalogue the Jack Bruce Collection, an archive of over 20000 photographs of First World War aircraft (2ph)

46.2.138-139 LOGBOOK: MORANES IN RFC SERVICE: Pt 7:
Mick Davis & T. Henshaw – Logbook: Moranes In RFC Service: Pt 7; (7ph)

Autumn
46.3.147-164 MISSION TO MONASTIR:
Michael Kelsey – RFC in Macedonia, the men and aircraft used at Monastir. Detailed narrative. (26ph2Tbl2map)

46.3.165-173 ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The Zeppelin-Lindau ‘Dornier’ Flying Boats:
Pual Leaman – Continuing with the Atlas for The Zeppelin-Lindau 'Dornier' Flying Boats: (18ph4dwr)

46.3.174-177 THE RFC WITH THE BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, June 1915:
Mick Davis – Listing of aircraft at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16 Sq, 1 Aircraft Park in 30 Jun1915 (16ph)

46.3.178-182 WHERE THE RUNWAY WAS A BEACH: Early Aviation in Venice:
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46.3.183-201 **UNCOMPROMISING AND EFFICIENT: Capt H.A. Oaks DFC, A Flt 48 Sqn RAF, Part 1:**
Stewart K. Taylor – Capt Oaks taking photos and fighting in F2B Bristol fighter belonging to 48 Squadron (28ph)

46.3.202-210 **TALE OF A TWENTY:**
Kevin Kelly – A tale of Sqn 46's rare Nieuport 20. A292 flying Artillery Shoots and Photography missions (20ph)

46.3.211-213 **NIEUPORT 12 & 20: Drawings/photo feature:**
Mick Davis – Nice line drawings of the rare Nieuport 12 and 20 two-seaters (3ph6drw)

46.3.214-215 **LOGBOOK: NIEUPORT TWO-SEATERS IN RFC SERVICE:**
Mick Davis – Logbook: Nieuport Two-Seaters In RFC Service: (4ph)

46.3.216 **Fabric - AW12 A1466 line drawing by Mike Kelsey, traced by Mick Davis**
Mick Davis – line drawing

**Winter**

46.4.223-242 **ADEN FLIGHT: Aviation in Aden 1915-1919:**
Ian M. Burns – British defence of Aden, many planes and missions against the Turkish regulars, very detailed narrative (35ph1map)

46.4.243-248 **RAF ELMSWELL: Forgotten Sentinel:**
Peter McGee & Graham Mack – RAF Elmswell, 75th Squadron activities, aircraft, and its personnel in 1917 – 1919, further research to be done (10ph1drw)

46.4.249-263 **UNCOMPROMISING AND EFFICIENT: Capt H.A. Oaks DFC: A Flt 48 Sqn RAF, Part 2:**
Stewart K. Taylor – Capt Oaks Dogfight narratives, end WWI, Western Canada Airways with Oaks as manager (22ph3tbl)

46.4.264-269 **SOWING THE SEEDS OF STABILITY:**
Paul R. Hare – JW Dunne had proved his ideas to be correct and had designed a fully stable aeroplane (17ph1drw)

46.4.270-274 **THE RFC WITH THE BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, September 30 1915:**
Mick Davis – Listing of aircraft at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 16 Sq, 1 & 3 Aircraft Parks, Le Crotoy, St Omer School in 30 Jun1915 (15ph)

46.4.275-274 **THE COWPER-COLES AIRCRAFT COMPANY Ltd:**
G. Claxton, J. Didsbury K. Heselton, M Goodall – Short story of Cowper Coles and his company to build aircraft components (19ph)

46.4.281-288 **ATLAS OF GERMAN AND FOREIGN SEAPLANES: The AGO Seaplanes:**
Paul Leaman – Continuing with the Atlas for The AGO Seaplane (16ph1drw1tbl)

46.4.289-294 **LOGBOOK: THE RAF BE12b:**
Mick Davis – Logbook: RAF BE12b In RFC Service: (7ph1drw5tbl)

46.4.295 **Fabric - Queries and Feedback**
Mick Davis – (11ph2tbl)